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A b s tra c t
This thesis investigates the optim isation of sheet thickness in superplastic forming. 
Two optim isation strategies, gradient search and proportional control, are explored 
for determ ining the initial sheet thickness based on the FE simulations to ensure final 
thickness. Experim ents are then held to validate the sim ulation results.
Simulations which are developed on the FE code A B A Q U S/Standard, show th a t 
the results from gradient search technique are acceptable in term s of the optim ised 
thickness obtained in 2-D cases, but display poor criterion convergent rates and low 
thickness accuracy. Conversely proportional control algorithm  yields not only high 
criterion convergent speeds but good consistence with the target thickness. Also its 
application can be extended to 3-D models.
Experim ents are conducted based on Sn-Pb eutectic alloy which exhibits superplas­
ticity ju st above room tem perature. Sheets with 2 mm thickness and the optim ised 
thickness towards 1 mm thick component are inflated into a dome shape under constant 
pressures. Good agreements with the simulation results are achieved.
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C h ap te r  1
In tro d u c tio n
1.1 T h e  R e se a rc h  P ro b le m s
Superplastic m aterials are polycrystalline solids which have the ability to undergo large 
uniform strains prior to failure [6]. Although extensions greater than  1000% occur in 
some m aterials, it is usually, for deformation in uni-axial tension, indicative of su­
perplasticity while elongations to failure in excess of 200%. The highest elongations 
reported are 4850% and 7750% in a Pb-Sn eutectic alloy; 5500% and greater than  
8000% for an alum inium  bronze (figure 1-1).
Superplastic behaviour were initially observed in the late 1920’s when it was found a 
m aximum  elongation of 361% for the Cd-Zn eutectic at 20°C and strain  rates of 10_8/s , 
and 405% at 120°C and a strain  rate of 10_G/s  [7]. However, the most spectacular of the 
earlier observations was done by Pearson [2] who, while working on eutectic, reported 
a tensile elongation of 1950% without failure for a Bi-Sn alloy in 1934 (figure 1-2).
An increasing interest came in 1962 when Underwood presented a review article [8]. 
Backofen and his colleagues showed in 1964 th a t the superplastic Zn-Al alloy could be 
formed into a practical shape by a simple air-pressure operation [9]; four years later in
Figure 1-1: The extraordinary elongation (8000%) achieved in a Cu-Al alloy by Hi­
gashi [1].
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Figure 1-2: Pearson’s famous photograph in 1934 of a Bi-Sn alloy that has undergone
1950% elongation [2].
1968 Chaudhari published the review paper on this subject [10]; and in the next year 
the first book, Superplasticity o f Metals and Alloys was published by Presnyakov [11]. 
After th a t m onographs were published by W estern, Soviet and Japanese researchers [3].
It was the 1982 international conference entitled Superplastic Forming of S truc­
tural Alloys which showed how great the interest was in the subject of fine-structure 
superplasticity from both  academic and commercial viewpoints. It was also the first 
conference fully dedicated to the subject of superplasticity [3].
Superplastic forming (SPF) is a m anufacturing process whereby certain m aterials, 
under the correct conditions of tem perature and strain  rate , exhibit high ductility 
resulting in large strain  deformations. This property has allowed the development of 
forming operations which perm it th in  sheet to be blown into die cavities to produce 
complex engineering structures. It involves large deform ation, large strain , nonlinear 
m aterial behaviour and, usually, deform ation dependent boundary conditions.
Superplastic forming is becoming an im portant m anufacturing technique, especially 
in industries where weight saving is of critical im portance [12]. It has led to considerable 
commercial interest using techniques similar to those developed for the bulge forming 
of therm oplastic. Superplastic forging of nickel-base alloys has been used to form 
turb ine discs with integral blades, while diffusion bonding and superplastic forming 
(DB-SPF) of titan ium  alloys is used to produce fan and compressor blades for aero­
engines. Aluminium alloys can be used in the fabrication of air-frame control surfaces 
and small scale structural elements where low weight and high stiffness are required. 
Non-aerospace applications of A1 alloys include containers with complex surface profiles 
and decorative panels for internal and external cladding of buildings.
Commonly a superplasticly formed part is produced from inflating a flat sheet with
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uniform thickness into some intricate geometric shape. However this practice usually 
yields a product with thinner portions where the shape of the die is complex — this is 
sometimes undesirable because of the high stresses in those areas. So thinning control 
as a technique has been applied in fabrication, including m aterial treatm ent, lubrication 
application, thermo-forming methods, profiled gas pressure and etc..
It would be advantageous to be able to design the initial thickness d istribution of the 
blank, in other words, to optimise the initial sheet thickness, so th a t a prescribed final 
(either uniform or varied) thickness profile can be obtained directly from superplastic 
inflation. Machining or chemical milling processes can be employed to get the desired 
thickness d istribution over the blank. It is , however, much more economical to remove 
the m aterials from the blank sheet, which is initially flat, than  from the inflated part 
whose geometry is usually complex.
This thesis investigates the optim isation with two kinds of m ethod. One is the 
gradient search technique, a classic m ethod widely applied in various problems; the 
other is called “proportional control” which is developed for the particular circum stance 
of SPF. Also a set of experiment works is performed to verify the results of com puter 
simulations.
1.2 A im s
The aims of this research project are as followings:
• To sim ulate the SPF process correctly by using ABAQUS, a commercial finite ele­
m ent analysis (FEA) package. Both 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional simulations 
are to be done in the shapes of hemispherical dome, flat pan and rectangular box. 
Two kinds of forming conditions will apply -  constant maximum strain  rate  by 
which ABAQUS calculates the correspondent pressure for each tim e interval, as 
well as constant pressure which is quite straight forward.
• To optimise the initial flat sheet thickness profile, using classic optim isation 
m ethod, so th a t final constant thickness profile can be achieved after the forming
process.
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• To develop a efficient m ethod for the same purpose m entioned above in view of 
this particular SPF situation. The m ethod should have fewer iteration times, 
fast converging speeds, and ease of programming. And comparison of these two 
m ethods should be made as well.
• To conduct a series of experiments to verify the sim ulation results. In order 
to corroborate the outcome properly, grain structure  of the m aterial should be 
m aintained in the correct state.
1.3 O rganisation  o f the T hesis
This thesis is presented in seven chapters. The remaining chapters are structured  as 
followings:
C hapter two commences with a brief review of superplasticity and superplastic 
forming process.
C hapter three presents both implicit and explicit finite element m athem atical m od­
els used by ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit, and the geometry models adopted 
by ABAQUS in later simulations. Also m aterial properties and loading controls are de­
scribed a t the end.
C hapter four reviews the classic optim isation m ethods which have been extensively 
applied in various optim isation problems.
C hapter five presents two kinds of optim isation m ethods, the gradient search tech­
nique and the proportional control m ethod, to solve the optim isation problem of SPF. 
The gradient search is one of the most powerful common m ethod used in general prob­
lems, whereas the proportional control m ethod is specially designed for SPF sheet 
thickness profile optim isation. Comparison and analysis are also made at the end of 
th is chapter.
C hapter six describes the m aterial properties of Pb-62%Sn eutectic alloy, the design 
of SPF experim ental rig, analyses of the grain structures of rolled sheets, and also 
presents the results of experimental verifications performed.
C hapter seven summarises the main conclusions of the study and provides some 
recom m endations for the further research in this area.
C h a p te r  2
L ite ra tu re  R ev iew
A general literature review about superplasticity, superplastic m aterial and SPF pro­
cesses is presented in this chapter. The mechanism of superplastic behaviour and su­
perplastic m aterials are exceptional and complex comparing with those of conventional 
processes and m aterials of m anufacturing. Currently a great deal of research work is 
being carried out in this field.
2.1 S u p erp lastic ity  and Superp lastic  M ateria ls
2.1.1 Superp lasticity
Superplasticity is a term  used to indicate the exceptional ductility th a t certain m etals 
can exhibit when deformed under proper conditions. Mostly the term  refers to the 
ductile tensile behaviour of the m aterial. There are several different types of super­
plasticity in term s of the m icrostructural mechanisms and deform ation conditions [4], 
including:
• micrograin superplasticity,
• transform ation (or environmental) superplasticity and
• internal stress superplasticity.
Superplasticity is a very complex property of m aterials, and only the micrograin 
superplasticity is of im portance in the fabrication of parts a t this current stage [4], so 
the review presented in this thesis will be limited to this type.
For micrograin superplasticity, the high ductilities are observed only under certain 
conditions, and the basic requirem ents are:
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• fine grain size m aterial (normally less than  10 /im),
• relatively high tem perature (greater than  0.5Tm, where Tm is the melting point 
in K elvin)1, and
• controlled strain  rate  ranging from 10-5 to 10- 1 /s ,
B ut Nieh argued in his book [3] th a t “historically simple concepts regarding key 
characteristics of superplastic m aterials are no longer appropriate” . Superplastic m a­
terial, which was formerly believed to be a metallic two-phase m aterial w ith a uniform, 
fine, equiaxed, grain (phase) size, covers much broader areas defined by the description 
— “Metallic, ceramic, intermetallic, or composite m ultiphase m aterials with uniform 
or nonuniform, relatively coarse (20 /mi) to ultrafine (20 ran) grain sizes th a t have 
isotropic or anisotropic grain (phase) shape, size, or orientation.”
However m aterial superplasticity itself is not the goal of this thesis, and therefore 
let us leave it to the researchers specialised in th a t field.
The Governing Equation
Superplastic cilloys generally exhibit high values of the  stra in  ra te  sensitivity exponent 
m  during tensile deform ation, which is characterised by the constitutive law:
where cry is the true flow stress, k is a m aterial constant, and i  is the strain  rate. For 
superplastic behaviour, m  would be equal or greater than  0.3 and for the m ajority of 
superplastic alloys m  lies in the range 0.4 to 0.8 [6], whereas most other m etals and 
alloys normally exhibit m  < 0.2.
Pilling [6] explained the mechanism of m  in superplasticity quite clearly. Supposing 
necking happens in the tensile process, it would lead to a locally high strain  rate. W ith 
high strain  rate sensitivity m, high strain  rate then results in a sharp increase in the 
flow stress within the necking region, hence inhibits further development of necking, so 
th a t high tensile elongations could be expected.
Rew riting equation 2.1 by taking logarithm  of both  sides, gives
Of =  k i m ( 2. 1)
In a /  =  k +  m i n e (2.2)
1Nieli [3] pointed out tha t, typically, superplastic tem perature is greater than 0.75T,,,. However 
from au tho r’s experience, 0.75T,,, is quite suitable for Pb-Sn alloy.
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Strain rate (/s) Strain rate (/s)
(a) (b )
Figure 2-1: (a) Variation of the flow stress with strain rate; (b) Variation of the 
sensitivity in with strain rate.
then
m
<9 In cr f 
<9 In i
(2.3)
It is clear from above equations th a t, by logarithmically plotting Of and £, the 
slope of the plot is the sensitivity m. Interestingly most superplastic m aterials show a 
sigmoidal variation between of  and i  (figure 2-1 (a)). This implies th a t  m axim um  m  
(slope) exists (figure 2-l(b)).
Strain Rate Sensitivity
Typical superplastic m aterials have a strong dependence with the strain  rate  sensitivity 
m , and there is a good relationship between the m value and superplastic ductility. 
A lthough the to tal elongation can also be affected by fracture, the strain  rate  sensitivity 
takes the first-order effect.
The param eter which is commonly selected to measure the superplastic formability 
is the tensile elongation at the optim um  tem perature and strain  rate. Tensile elongation 
can be measured as a function of strain  rate, as it is a highly strain  rate  sensitive 
property and the real components can experience significant variations in strain  rate 
during forming. An alternative is to determ ine the strain  rate  sensitivity of the flow 
stress, m , which has been proved to correlate well with tensile elongation for different 
classes of m aterials [13]. M easurements of flow stress and strain  rate sensitivity of flow 
stress can be conducted in a step strain  rate  test and can be used to determ ine the 
optim um  strain  rate for superplastic forming [14].
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Although strain  rate  sensitivity is the dom inant param eter in superplastic forming, 
more recent results show th a t a significant am ount of hardening can occur as a. func­
tion of superplastic strain  even at a constant strain  rate [15, 16]. This type of strain  
hardening is believed to be related prim arily to the grain growth th a t occurs during 
superplastic forming.
Forming Temperature
Forming tem perature is ju st as im portant as the strain  rate  in SPF. Tem perature 
variation in a forming die is a prim ary source of localised thinning. Therefore charac­
terisation of m aterial behaviour should include not only determ ination of the optim um  
superplastic tem perature but also the sensitivity of flow stress and elongation to tem ­
perature. A large tem perature sensitivity of flow stress is not desirable, because local 
hot spots will lead to severe strain localisation.
2.1.2 Superp lastic M aterials
Although superplasticity is the exceptional property of some m aterials, a great num ber 
of superplastic m aterials have been found or developed. The diversity of superplastic 
m aterials has enable researchers to exploit this property in a wide range of applications. 
M etal alloys used to dom inate superplastic m aterials. However more classes of m aterial 
join the superplastic m aterial group with more complex mechanisms, such as ceramics, 
interm etallics and lam inates. Furtherm ore, some of the new m aterials have high-strain- 
rate  superplasticity and can be deformed at room tem perature. From commercial 
viewpoints these features are very attractive.
U nderstanding advanced superplastic m aterials requires more professional knowl­
edge. Excessive discussion of those m aterials will not help to achieve the goal of this 
thesis. So the review of superplastic m aterial presented below is only lim ited to basic 
alloys, such as alum inium , titanium , magnesium and nickel-based alloys.
Alum inium-Based Alloys
The first observation of superplasticity in an alum inium  alloy was probably by Petty  [17]. 
Superplasticity and superplastic-like behaviour were found in the alloys containing 7.9 
to 40.4 wt% Cu.
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Most of the early studies on superplastic alum inium  alloys were based on the Al- 
33wt%Cu eutectic system. This is because researchers tried to stabilise grain structure 
and prevent rapid grain growth by ensuring approxim ately equal volume fractions of 
two phases. Academic studies on alum inium  alloys were largely centred on eutectic 
structu re  like Al-Cu, Al-Ca, Al-Si and Al-Pd, whereas other significant studies on 
noneutectic structure, such as Al-Cu-Mg, Al-Zn-Mg, Al-Mg-Si and Al-Mg-Zr, were 
also carried out [3].
G round breaking work was carried out by Stowell, W atts and Grimes with super­
plastic Al-Cu alloys in 1969. They rendered superplasticity to a dilute alum inium  alloys 
(Al-6%Cu-0.5%Zr) with the introduction of relatively high levels of zirconium in so­
lution via specialised casting techniques and subsequent therm al treatm ent to create 
extremely fine Z1AI3 precipitates. This work was not reported until 1976 [18]. These 
dilute alloys containing zirconium are lately known by the trade name -  SUPRAL. They 
are heavily cold worked into sheet and dynamically recrystallised to a fine stable grain 
size, typically 4-5 /mi, during the initial stages of hot deformation. Superplastic tensile 
elongations to  failure approaching 2000% have been m easured in SUPR AL alloys.
In recent years most efforts have been made on developing superplastic properties 
in existing commercial compositions, instead of creating a superplastic alloy and then 
a ttem pting  to develop it for commercial compositions. This trend  reflects the extreme 
difficulty of introducing new alloy systems into our society [3]. The commercial al­
loys, such as A1 7000 series alloys, Al-Li alloys, Al-based m etal-m atrix composites and 
mechanically alloyed m aterials, are thermomechanically processed to develop superplas­
ticity. It is worthy to note th a t Al-based m etal-m atrix composites and mechanically 
alloyed m aterials exhibit superplasticity at unusually high strain  rates up to 0.1-1.0 /s .
A lum inium -lithium  alloys are prim arily of great interest for the aircraft and aerospace 
industries because Li is the one of only three elements th a t significantly increase the 
elastic m odulus and simultaneously decrease the density of alum inium . For aerospace 
and aircraft applications, improvements in specific m odulus and specific strength  can 
lead directly to weight savings.
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Titanium -Based Alloys
Superplasticity in some titanium  alloys was known more than  20 years ago [13]. There 
are two main reasons of particular interest in titan ium  alloys. Firstly, they can ex­
hibit good superplasticity. Secondly they are expensive and difficult to fabricate into 
struc tu ra l shapes by traditional forming and machining m ethods. It has been shown 
th a t superplastic forming can offer the potential for significant cost savings for the 
construction of structure  of titanium  alloy parts. Many commercial applications of 
the superplastic forming process for titan ium  alloys have been successful. However, 
to achieve further improvements in the process and a reduction of costs, improved 
superplastic titan ium  alloys need to be developed.
Most of the experim ental studies as well as commercial applications have focussed 
on Ti-6A1-4V alloy. This alloy has found wide-spread application because of its desir­
able structure  properties. Studies show th a t a range of titanium -based alloys can be 
superplastic , including Ti-6A1-5V[19], Ti-6Al-2Sn-4Zr-2Mo[20], Ti-6Al-4V-2Ni[21], Ti- 
6Al-4V-2Co[21], Ti-6Al-4V-2Fe[21], Ti-5.8Al-4.0Sn-3.5Zr-0.7Nb-0.5Mo-0.3Si-0.05C[22] 
and etc..
Superplasticity in fine-grained (~0.5 /mi) Ti-12Co-5Al and Ti-6Co-6Ni-5Al alloys 
was reported by Liu [23]. In these two alloys, grain growth was inhibited by a sig­
nificant am ount (~27%  in volume) of intermetallic particles, T FC o and TioNi, during 
superplastic forming . A maximum superplastic elongation of over 2000% was observed 
a t a strain  rate  3 x 10-2 /s  and at relatively low tem perature 700°C. Obviously the 
relatively high strain  rate and low tem perature were a ttrib u ted  to finer grain sizes in 
these two alloys compared with those in the other superplastic titan ium  alloys, which 
are typically around 5-10 gm  [15].
M agnesium-Based Alloys
M agnesium alloys have the inherent advantage of being light. They are less dense than  
fibreglass and ju st over half as dense as aluminium. M agnesium is also an abundant 
element. Thus, there are many potential opportunities for the use of magnesium alloys 
in autom otive industry. This is not only because of m agnesium ’s relatively low density, 
which can reduce vehicle weight, but also its good damping characteristics, dimensional 
stability, m achinability and low casting costs. These desirable a ttribu tes enable mag-
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nesium  to economically replace many zinc and alum inium  die castings, as well as cast 
iron and steel components and assemblies in autom otive drive trains. However their 
poor corrosion resistance limits their structural applications.
The study of superplasticity in magnesium alloys was begun as early as the 1960s, 
and prim arily on Mg-6Zn-0.5Zr (ZK60) alloy. One of the im portant findings was th a t 
the grain size of the alloy must be smaller than  10 /mi in order to gain superplasticity .
In the case of extrusion, elongations of 600% are obtainable for AZ61A with 6-8 /mi 
grain size when extruded at 290°C at an initial strain  rate  of 3.3 x 10~4/s. G reater than  
700% elongation was recorded for ZK60A of 4-5 /mi grain size when deformed a t 310°C 
and at higher initial strain  rate of 3.3 x 10~3/ s. ZK60A appears to be a more practical 
alloy for superplastic forming than  AZ61A, because th a t ZK60A has higher stra in  rates 
and retains more strength than  AZ61A when both are superplastically deformed to the 
same extent.
For sheet forming, apart from ZK60A and AZ61A, studies have been carried out 
on two British alloys ZW1 (Mg-lZn-0.5Zr) and ZW3 (Mg-3Zn-0.5Zr), AZ31 and Mg- 
12A1 [24]. These alloys can be thermomechanically processed into fine-grained struc­
tures, and they are all superplastic under the appropriate testing conditions.
Nickel-Based Alloys
The research of superplasticity in nickel-based alloys began as early as 1960s. So far 
superplasticity has been observed in a variety of nickel-based alloys, including cast 
alloys. Similar to the situation of alum inium  alloys, there is relatively little interest 
in developing new superplastic nickel alloys, and work on superplastic nickel has been 
prim arily focussed on existing alloys.
The most significant progress of Ni-based alloys is probably the development of 
superplastic Inconel 718 alloy (composition by wt%: 50-55 Ni, 17-21 Cr, 4.8-5.25 Nb, 
2.8-3.3 Mo, 0.651 Ti, 0.2-0.8 Al, 0.35 Mn, 0.03 C, 0.015 S, bal Fe) [25]. Inconel 718 was 
developed by Inco Alloys International Inc. in the early 1960s. It is widely used in jet 
engine parts such as compressor and turbine disks and rings, turbine shafts, exhaust 
sections, hot air ducting and fasteners. The alloy is made by vacuum induction melting 
and electroslag remelting. It can be conventionally hot-worked, then cold processed to 
make a sheet product with a grain size of 5 gm. The grain size is sufficiently stable at
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tem perature  about 980°C or less to perm it superplastic forming . An elongation value 
of over 700% can be obtained at a strain  rate of 1.33 x 10-5 /s .
2.2 S u p e rp la s t ic  F o rm in g
2.2.1 Superp lastic Form ing P rocesses
Quite a few m ethods and techniques have been reported for forming superplastic parts, 
including:
• blow forming,
• vacuum forming,
• thermo-forming,
• deep drawing,
• superplastic forming /diffusion bonding (SPF /D B ),
• forging,
• extrusion and
• dieless drawing.
However only those m ethods th a t relate to sheet m etal forming will be described in 
this section.
Blow Forming and Vacuum Forming
Blow forming and vacuum forming are basically the same process which imposes a 
gas pressure differential so th a t the superplastic diaphragm  is formed into the die 
configuration. Limited by atmospheric pressure (100 kPa or 15 psi), the forming rate 
and capability in vacuum forming are therefore limited. In blow forming sufficient 
pressure can be provided by a pressure reservoir where a maximum  pressure of 690 to 
3400 kPa (100 to 500 psi) is typically used.
The principle of blow forming is illustrated in figure 2-2, which shows a cross section 
of the dies and forming sheet. Normally the dies and sheet are m aintained a t the 
forming tem perature for the whole process. The sheet is formed into the lower die by 
the imposed gas pressure. The gas in the lower die chamber is vented to atm osphere, 
or can also be held under vacuum. If necessary a back pressure can even be imposed 
to suppress cavitation (see section 2.2.3).
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Figure 2-2: Schematic of blow forming for superplastic forming.
It is desired to m aintain the induced strain  rate  in the forming sheet in the  su­
perplastic range by varying the gas pressure. The pressure am plitude curve can be 
determ ined by either trail and error or the application of analytical modelling m eth­
ods. In order to prevent a sharp increase of strain rate  and consequent rup tu ring  the 
p a rt, this pressure generally rises slowly.
This process has been successfully used in structural and ornam ental p a rts  from 
titan ium , alum inium  and other metals. An example in which a titan ium  aircraft nacelle 
frame is formed by blow forming is illustrated in figure 2-3. In this case, the forming 
is conducted at about 900°C (1650°F), and to prevent oxidation due to reactivity  
of titan ium , inert gas (argon) is used on both side of the sheet2. By superplastic 
forming and diffusion bonding the frame is fabricated in one piece (figure 2-3(A)), and 
consequently resulting in a 33% weight savings and a 55% cost savings. By conventional 
technique the frame is made by eight separate pieces of the alloy which then  have to 
be joined with 96 fasteners (figure 2-3(B)),
Large, complex parts can be readily formed by blow forming. It has the advantage 
th a t no moving die components (tha t is, no double-acting mechanisms) and m ated
2 Such protective gas usually is not necessary for aluminium alloys.
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Figure 2-3: Ti-GA1-4V aircraft nacelle frames [3]. (A) Redesigned frame by superplas­
tic forming: (B) Former frame by conventional techniques.
die components are required. M ultiple parts C cin  be formed in a single process cycle, 
thus production rate  of some parts may be increased, though superplastic forming is 
recognised a fairly slow process compared with conventional forming techniques. These 
features are fully embodied in above example.
T h erm o-F orm in g
Thermo-forming m ethods have been developed from conventional plastic technology for 
superplastic forming. A part from using imposed gas pressure or vacuum, a movable or 
adjustable die member may be also applied [26, 27]. Figure 2-4 shows two examples 
of therm o-form ing m ethods. In figure 2-4(a), an undersize male punch moves up first 
to stretch  the sheet, and then followed by applying gas pressure to form the stretched 
sheet against the die configuration. In figure 2-4(b), gas pressure is applied first to 
blow a bubble. The male tool then moves into the bubble, and the pressure is reversed 
to cause the sheet to conform to the shape of the tool.
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(a) Plug assisted forming into a female die cavity.
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(b) Snap-back forming over a male die that is moved up into the sheet.
Figure 2-4: Two processes of thermo-forming method used in superplastic forming [4].
D eep  D raw ing
Although deep-drawing studies have been conducted with superplastic m etals, this pro­
cess does not appear to offer many significant advantages in superplastic forming[4]. 
Conventional deep-drawing depends on strain hardening to achieve the required forma- 
bility and to prevent thinning and rupture during forming process. Superplastic m ate­
rials do not strain  harden to any great extent, however, they depend on the high strain  
rate  hardening for their forming characteristics, and this property seems to offer little 
aid to deep-drawing.
In order to draw in the flange, the m aterial in contact with the punch nose, as well 
as th a t in the sidewall , m ust be hard enough to carry the increasing stresses required 
to draw in increasing am ounts of the flange. But no significant work hardening occurs 
a t superplastic tem perature, and the punch therefore typically pieces the blank, or the 
blank fails in the cup walls if the frictional constraint between the punch and the blank is 
high. However a maximum draw ratio of 2:1 has been developed for the zinc-alum inium  
alloy under an optimised conditions [4].
Hawkins provided a technique which can improve the drawability of superplastic
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Figure 2-5: Deep drawing.
alloys [28]. This m ethod, which is shown in figure 2-5, uses a punch cooled to a tem ­
peratu re  below th a t of the forming blank, whereas the clam per is m aintained a t the 
forming tem perature, so th a t the m aterial around the punch nose has less superplas­
ticity. This differential tem perature technique perm its an substantial increase in the 
lim it drawing ratio from less than  2.4 : 1 to more than  3.75 : 1.
Another concept evaluated to explore the deep-drawing capability is given by Al- 
Naib [29]. In this m ethod a high oil pressure is imposed around a blank periphery to 
aid drawing. It is actually a combined extrusion and drawing precess. Tin-lead eutectic 
was used in this study to perm it processing at room tem perature. Good control of wall 
thickness was achieved, bu t the applicability of the process to alloys requiring high 
tem perature  was not dem onstrated.
S P F /D B  P r o cesses
Some unique processes are available if joining m ethods, such as diffusion bonding, 
can be combined with superplastic forming. These processes are generally referred to 
superplastic forming and diffusion bonding (SPF/D B ) [30]. Diffusion bonding is based 
on the property of fine-grained superplastic m aterials th a t they can often be readily 
bonded in the solid state , either to themselves or to other nonsuperplactic m aterials. 
This type of bonding is possible because of the presence of many grain boundaries in 
fine-grained m aterials th a t act as short-circuit paths of diffusion [31].
Although diffusion bonding is not a sheet forming process, it complements and en­
hances superplastic forming to a great extent. Concurrent SPF /D B  has been recognised
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as an im portant and viable m anufacturing technology which can provide with both  cost 
and weight saving, compared with conventional m anufacturing m ethod [32].
The SPF /D B  process successfully combines the SPF and DB processes because 
the process tem perature requirements of both are similar. The low flow properties 
characteristic of the superplastic alloys aid the DB pressure requirem ents, and it has 
been found th a t many superplastic alloys can be diffusion bonded under pressures in 
the same low range as th a t of SPF processing (typically 2100 to 3400 kPa, or 300 to 
500 psi). The SPF m ethod used in S PF /D B  so far is blow forming.
The S PF /D B  process has the following variations:
• Forming of a single sheet onto a pre-placed details followed by diffusion bonding 
(figure 2-6(a)).
• Diffusion bonding of two sheets at selected locations, followed by superplastic 
forming of one or both into a die (figure 2-6(b)), the reverse sequence can also be 
applied.
• Diffusion bonding of three or more sheets a t selected locations under pressure, 
followed by inflation under internal gas pressure to  form the two outer sheets into 
a die (figure 2-6(c)). In this process the inner sheet(s) is(are) stretched into a 
core configuration.
In order to develop diffusion bondings only in the predeterm ined local areas, various 
techniques have been used. One of these adopts stop-off m aterial between the sheets 
where no bonding is required. For different alloys and tem peratures, the stop-off m a­
terial may be different. After the diffusion bonding operation, the areas suspended by 
the stop-off m aterials are not bonded, and gas can be imposed internally in these areas, 
thus causing the external sheet to be separated and expanded into a surrounding die.
2.2.2 T h in n in g  C h a rac te r is t ic s
To take advantage of the high elongations possible with superplastic m aterials, it is 
necessary to accept the accompanying significant thinning in the sheet m aterial, which 
is a natural consequence of the deformation conditions. For large tensile strains, the 
thinning will be correspondingly large. Although the superplastic m aterials are effective 
in resisting the necking process, they nevertheless do neck, and thinning gradients do
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Figure 2-6: The SPF/DB processes, (a) Forming single sheet onto details: (b) Oper­
ations of joining two sheets; (c) Operations of joining three sheets.
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Figure 2-7: Inhomogeneous specimen.
develop [4]. Therefore, in the design and processing of SPF parts, it is im portant th a t 
the thinning be understood and considered.
For superplastic deformation, elastic strains are negligible, therefore constancy of 
volume can be assumed. From this consideration, the sum of the plastic strains is zero , 
which implies th a t tensile strain in one direction must be balanced by compressive 
(negative) strains in another, th a t is
£\ +  £o "h £3  — 0 (2.4)
where e is the strain, and the subscripts indicate the principal directions.
It has been shown th a t superplastic deform ation occurs when strain  rate  sensitivity 
rn is large and deformation process is predom inately post-uniform , in contrast to  con­
ventional m etal tensile behaviour. However all deform ation is virtually nonuniform in 
most cases. The thinning in the tensile specimen can be assumed to be the result of a 
preexisting inhomogeneity which can grow under the imposed deform ation [33, 34].
The rate of thinning in the tensile specimen is determ ined by both  the size of inho­
mogeneity and the m  value [4]. Paton and Hamilton [35] have dem onstrated analyti­
cally for an idealised tensile specimen (figure 2-7) containing a geometric inhomogeneity 
which is designated by r , th a t is
r 4 l i  — A 2 
A i
(2.5)
where A \  and Ao are the sections areas of perfect and imperfect sites respectively. And 
the correspondent stresses in these two areas are:
0 1
0 2
P_
M
P
A2
P
A i(l -  r)
( 2 .6 )
(2.7)
This analysis follows the strain  development both  inside and outside the inhomogeneity,
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Figure 2-8: Calculated strains inside and outside an inhomogeneity in tensile specimen 
for various m  values [4],
assuming th a t the applied load is fully transferred along the length of the specimen and 
th a t the m aterial obeys the constitutive equation
a  =  K e ni m (2.8)
where n  is the strain-hardening exponent. The results of calculations using equation 2.8 
are shown in figure 2-8, in which the strain  in the inhomogeneity is plotted as a function 
of the strain  outside the inhomogeneity for a num ber of m  values. The extent of 
the thinning in the tensile specimen is shown to be strongly related to the m  value, 
although thinning gradient will develop at all m  values if the strain  is sufficiently large. 
The inhomogeneities in tensile specimens have also been found to relate to the stra in  
rate  [36].
S p h erica l D om es
Although the thinning in superplastic tensile test specimens is the result of geometric 
inhomogeneities, the corresponding thinning in biaxially formed parts is usually the 
result of local stress sta te  differences [4]. These differences subsequently lead to the 
development of geometric inhomogeneities. In all these cases the difference in the local 
stresses leads to strain  rate gradients, and the stra in  rate gradients develop directly into 
thickness gradients. A m ajor difference between the tensile specimen and the formed 
part is th a t, in the tensile specimen, the stress gradients can be varied by dimensional
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control during machining, whereas in formed parts the configuration determ ines the 
stress state , which is not adjustable w ithout changing the geometry.
The concept of thinning during superplastic forming process is perhaps best under­
stood in term s of the bulging of a sheet [27, 5, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42].
In this geometry, there is a stress state  gradient from the pole of the dome to the 
edge. Suppose the dome is inflated into a configuration of hemisphere, the orthogonal 
stresses are equal at the pole, and the stress state  is th a t of equibiaxial tensile; whereas 
a t the edge of the dome, there is constrain around the periphery, leading to a plane- 
stra in  stress state . As the flow behaviour of superplastic metals has been found to obey 
the von Mises criterion [43], the effective stresses are
O' =  T  ((<70 -  cr4,)2 +  (<7j , -  o ,)2 +  (o, -  o#)2) 2 (2.9)
If assuming th a t the through-thickness stress is small with respect to the in-plane 
stresses, the effective stresses at the pole and edge can be expressed in term s of the 
meridional stress og as
& pole  —  ( 2 . 10)
\/3
& edge =  ~  0 .87^  ( 2 . 11)
Therefore, the pole experiences 15% higher flow stress than  the edge, resulting in a 
higher strain  rate. Imposing the concept of local geometric inhomogeneity of tensile 
specimen, r is 0.13.
A part from the factor of geometry, strain  rate sensitivity m  also plays an im portant 
role in thinning characteristics. The initial strain  rate  difference between the pole and 
the edge depends on m  value; larger m  value gives smaller strain  rate difference and less 
tendency to develop a thickness gradient. Therefore the stress gradient in a forming 
dome causes a more rapid thinning rate at the pole, and it may be expected th a t the 
thinning difference will accelerate with tim e, leading to a thickness gradient in the 
formed dome.
Figure 2-9 shows the different thickness profiles for bulge-formed sheets with m  
values of 0.57 and 0.23. It is quite obvious th a t high m  value does impede localised 
thinning at the pole.
A num ber of analytical developments have been reported to predict the thinning of 
this kind of geometry in superplastic forming [27, 38, 40, 41, 42]. It has been shown
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Figure 2-9: Experimentally observed thickness profiles for a hemispherical dome
formed from materials with two different in values [5].
th a t the initial stress sta te  differences and the corresponding strain  rate  differences 
along the meridian of forming dome lead to a predictable thinning gradient over the 
hemisphere. The m agnitude of the thinning gradient of hemisphere geometry, however, 
is determ ined by the strain  rate sensitivity m and the height to which the part is 
formed.
R ectan gu lar  Sh ap es
The factors th a t dom inate the thinning characteristics in rectangular parts, as well as 
other shapes, are the same as those of the spherical dome-shaped parts discussed in the 
above section. The rectangular shape is a specific geometry th a t determ ines the initial 
stress s ta te  gradients, and different geometries will expect to develop different stress 
sta tes in the forming parts.
The rectangular shape is the one th a t is commonly used in many parts or sections 
of parts, and it has been studied by both  experimental and analytical m ethods [44, 43].
For a long rectangular shape, there is a plane-stress sta te  throughout the width of 
the sheet. If the die entry radius does not cause a significant stress concentration, the 
sheet will not experience an initial stress sta te  gradient. Thus the case is similar to 
th a t of the tensile test, in which only thickness variations or m aterial inhomogeneities 
lead to local stress differences causing localised thinning. Experim ental results for 
such a forming show th a t only a little thinning gradient is seen for rectangular shapes 
(figure 2-10) in comparison with th a t of hemispherical parts.
However interactions with the tooling, more or less, do cause local stress variations
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Figure 2-10: Thinning development in a 1.37 mm (0.054 in.) thick superplastic formed 
Ti-6A1-4V part with a rectangular cross section and semi-infinite length. Formed at 
870°C (1000°F) using a boron nitride lubricant, the sheet required 20 minutes to 
fabricate at an average strain rate of 5.8 x 10“4.
th a t can lead to thinning gradients as shown in figure 2-10. This effect can be considered 
as two different types of action of different areas of the die -  the die surface a t the 
bottom  and sidewall, and the die entry radius [4].
Ignoring the die entry effects, the die surface, of which the friction is non-zero, 
restricts deform ation in the forming sheet where contact has been made. W hen the 
sheet makes contact w ith the die wall surface, the deform ation in th a t contact area is 
restricted, and thinning is developed in the non-contact areas.
This type of thinning is readily predicted analytically, if it is assumed th a t the sheet 
sticks to the die surface after contact is made, by using an incremental m ethod [45]. 
Results of this model show th a t there are a variety of thinning variations corresponding 
to various w idth and depth ratios of the rectangular shape, and the narrow and deep 
parts develop great am ount of localised thinning. In this specific case, the thickness 
profiles can be predicted quite well w ithout referring to the strain  rate  sensitivity m. 
This is the result of the dom inant effect of the die friction coupled w ith the uniform 
initial stress state . If the interfacial friction is reduced, the thinning gradient will be 
reduced in the sidewall and the bottom  areas, because continued deform ation after 
contacting with die is possible.
The die entry radius causes a local stress concentration in the sheet, which then 
creates a stress state  gradient, and this can lead to a localised thinning, especially if 
the ratio of die radius to sheet thickness is small and if the surface is lubricated.
The source of the stress concentration is the action of the back pressure exerted by 
the die radius on the forming sheet and the gas pressure on the opposite side of the
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sheet. The pressure by the die radius has been shown to be [45]
Pr =
<7wh
( 2 . 12)
where Pr is the pressure of the die entry radius, aw is the in-sheet stress in the w idth 
direction, h is the sheet thickness, and Ri is the die entry radius. Pr and the applied 
gas pressure g develop an average through-thickness stress (j/t of
°h
9 + Pr 
2 (2.13)
The m agnitude of crw depends on the local friction coefficient g and the position 
on the radius, so th a t the effective stress will vary around the die entry radius. A 
detailed analytical model is available in reference [45], bu t it has been shown th a t local 
stress increases in this area, causing a tendency toward local thinning. If the friction 
is sufficiently low, the initially thinned section can continue to thin after die contact is 
made. Therefore, significant localised thinning can occur, and even rup ture  may take 
place if the conditions are sufficiently severe.
Thinning over the die entry radius is the result of stress gradients, therefore once 
again the strain  rate sensitivity m is an im portant param eter in determ ining the extent 
of thinning development. The strain  rate variations result in corresponding variations in 
the m  value during the respective forming process. In the circumstance where lubricant 
is used, high m  values lead to reduced tendency toward local thinning around the die 
entry radius.
T hinning Control
Superplastically formed parts typically experience a great am ount of elongation during 
the process, leading to potentially large thickness variations. Therefore it is im portant 
to control the thickness variations to meet the tolerance requirem ents. The m ethods 
used in thinning control include:
• Processing of the superplastic m aterial to achieve a high m  value;
• Use of surface lubrication;
• Use of thermo-forming m ethods to control the localised deformation;
• Modification of the die or part design to minimise local stress concentrations;
• O ptim isation of the sheet thickness profile to achieve desired final thickness profile 
and
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p b,
Figure 2-11: Apparatus for thermo-forming superplastic sheet materials using a convex 
die member to control thinning in forming of a hat configuration.
• Application of pressure with a profiled curve to control strain  rate  to a value 
corresponding to a high m value.
The raw sheet m aterial is generally obtained from the commercial supplier by which 
the m aterial superplastic properties are under the control. The effect of lubrication has 
been discussed briefly in the previous sections along with the effect of the die entry 
radius which may be increased to minimise the thickness gradients.
The thermo-forming m ethod has been shown to offer effective techniques th a t can 
control the thinning gradients in single pocketed deep-drawn parts [27]. W ith these 
m ethods, a movable tool is usually used to contact the forming sheet before the finished 
shape is produced, causing the local friction to minimise deform ation in some locations 
while free-forming sections continue to deform.
A part from those m ethods discussed before, another application of therm o-form ing 
techniques is dem onstrated using apparatuses such as those shown in figure 2-11 and 
2-12 [27].
For the  convex upward die, the deformation is restricted in the centre of the sheet 
and concentrated at the outer area, resulting in a strain  and thickness profile in which 
the top centre is thicker than  the adjacent areas. This thickness profile can be sub­
stantially  modified by the use of a concave upward die. In this case, the superplastic 
diaphragm  is formed down into the concave die by gas pressure, and the die is slowly 
w ithdraw n until it reaches the bottom . The diaphragm  is then formed into the upper
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Figure 2-12: Apparatus for thermo-forming superplastic sheet materials using a con­
cave die member to control thinning in forming of a hat configuration.
cylindrical cham ber in the same m anner as th a t of the previous figure. The final profile 
is considerably more uniform across the top of the part.
P ressure profiling is recognised as an efficient m ethod in thinning control. In super­
plastic forming with constant pressure, the strain rate  varies during the process, leading 
to  the variation of strain rate  sensitivity m. Therefore thinning uniformity also varies. 
The resulting strain  rate variation for a spherical dome part configuration has been 
shown to be as much as three orders of m agnitude [46] where, for a typical superplastic 
alloy, the m value can vary from a maximum to a value less than  0.2. The consequence 
of forming a part under these conditions is th a t excessive thinning or even rupture 
during forming is likely. To improve this condition and to m aintain the stra in  rate  at 
a constant level corresponding to a high m value, it is natural th a t a variable forming 
pressure would be required. Such pressure profiles have been established analytically 
for the spherical dome [46, 47] and rectangular [45] configurations. However w ith nu­
merous commercial finite analysis packages, numerical results of pressure profiles, which 
are more reliable and precise, can be readily achieved for most of the configurations.
The pressure profiles for spherical dome and the rectangular part are illustrated in 
figure 2-13 and 2-14. It is typical th a t the pressure initially rises rapidly, followed by 
decrease. The rapid initial rise is due to a rapid decrease in the radius of curvature 
w ith little change in thickness, and the subsequent decrease is the result of thinning
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Nondimensional time tx 10
Figure 2-13: Ratio of current to initial pressure as a function of a time parameter for 
forming a spherical configuration under constant strain rate condition [3].
th a t is more rapid at this stage than  the change in radius of curvature [4].
The use of thickness-profiled sheet was suggested to control the thickness in the 
final p a rt [40]. This concept considers th a t  the initial thickness variations can be used 
to offset the subsequent variations resulting from the stress sta te  and part geometry 
effects on the thinning. Those areas th a t will th in  excessively in the forming of constant 
thickness sheet, can be compensated by more m aterials so th a t more uniform thickness 
profile of final part could be obtained.
J. Cheng proposed a procedure to design the blank thickness profile for blowing 
a flat sheet into a hemispherical dome of prescribed thickness [12]. An analytical 
solution describing the thickness variation during a free inflation process is first derived, 
neglecting both  bending and transverse shear effects. However large errors exist due 
to the simplified assum ptions made in the analytical solution. A modified approach 
based on the numerical solution is an alternative approach. The analytical equation 
is replaced by a FE model. The thickness variation of the inflated sheet is generated 
from curve-fitting the finite element solutions.
No reported  work has been found which describes the use of numerical FE models 
in the optim isation of initial sheet thickness.
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Figure 2-14: Analytically predicted pressure profile for forming a rectangular part 
under constant strain rate condition. The section of the rectangular part is square [3].
2.2.3 C a v i ta t io n  a n d  C av i ta t io n  C o n tro l
During the superplastic deformation, many superplastic alloys tend to form voids or 
cavities a t intergranular locations. This is term ed cavitation [4]. Cavitation can lead to 
the degradation of strength  and other design properties. However it can be dealt with 
by either establishing reduced design properties, or utilising a back pressure technique 
to control cavitation.
Cavitation is typically a function of strain  (figure 2-15). It can be seen th a t the 
absolute am ount of cavitation in term s of the volume fraction is not large but depends 
on the strain  imposed. The application of the back pressure concept imposes a hydro­
static  pressure on the sheet during forming, and if this pressure is of the order of the 
flow stress, cavitation can be reduced or completely suppressed. In practice, the back 
pressure is achieved by imposing a pressure on the back side of the forming sheet to 
oppose the forming pressure and by sustaining this pressure during the forming cycle. 
However the same forming rates can be achieved if the differential of forming pressure 
and back pressure is the same.
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Superplastic effevtive strain
Figure 2-15: Development of cavitation with uniaxial tensile strain in a 7475 alu­
minium alloy specimen of 0.8 cm2 cross-sectional area deformed at 516°C under a 
constant strain rate of 2 x 10_4 /s.
C h a p te r  3
F in ite  E lem ent M odelling
Finite  element (FE) modelling of the SPF process is a key component of this project. 
A short review of the finite element analysis (FEA) is presented as an overview of 
this technique for later discussion. All the finite element analyses (FEA) carried 
out during this project are performed by using the general purpose implicit finite 
element code, ABAQUS/Standard. There has been work in which explicit dynamic 
based codes have been used to model the superplastic forming process. Therefore, 
both  ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicifc schemes of finite element analysis are 
discussed briefly in this chapter. Three superplastic forming models are used in the 
superplastic forming simulations which are described.
3.1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
Finite element analysis was first developed in 1943 by R. C ourant [48], who utilised the 
Ritz m ethod of numerical analysis and m inimisation of variational calculus to obtain 
approxim ate solutions to vibration systems. Shortly thereafter, a paper [49] published 
in 1956 by M. J. Turner, R. W. Clough, H. C. M artin, and L. J. Topp established 
a broader definition of numerical analysis. The paper centred on the “stiffness and 
deflection of complex structures” .
Be the early 1970’s, the FEA technique had been developed to a point where it 
could be used for the analyses of many structural and dynamic problems. However, 
applications were restricted to the aerospace, autom otive, nuclear and defence indus­
tries. This was prim arily due to the need of powerful com puting facilities required by
30
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FEA system which at th a t time were restricted to such industries.
The period since the 1970’s has seen a rapid increase in com puting power with a 
corresponding decrease in cost. This has now brought the FEA technique within the 
reach of all users.
3.2 Im p lic it  a n d  E x p lic it D y n am ic  A n a ly ses
Dynamic integration operators are broadly characterised as implicit or explicit[50].
Explicit schemes, as used in ABAQUS/Explicit, obtain values for dynamic quantities 
a t t +  A t  based entirely on available values at time t. The central difference operator, 
which is the most commonly used explicit operator for stress analysis applications, is 
only conditionally stable, the stability lim it being approxim ately equal to the tim e for 
an elastic wave to cross the smallest element dimension in the model.
Implicit schemes remove this upper bound on time step size by solving for dynamic 
quantities a t tim e t-\-At based not only on values at t, bu t also on these same quantities 
a t t + A t. B ut because they are implicit, nonlinear equations m ust be solved. In 
struc tu ra l problems implicit integration schemes usually give acceptable solutions with 
tim e steps typically one or two orders of m agnitude larger than  the stability  limit of 
simple explicit schemes, bu t the response prediction will deteriorate as the tim e step 
size increases relative to the period of typical modes of response. Thus, the relative 
economy of the two techniques of integration depends on the stability limit of the 
explicit scheme, on the ease with which the nonlinear equations can be solved for the 
implicit operator, on the relative size of time increments th a t can provide acceptable 
accuracy w ith the implicit scheme compared to the stability limit of the explicit scheme, 
and on the size of the model.
3.2.1 Im plicit D ynam ic A nalysis
A body force at a point, f, may be w ritten  as an externally prescribed body force, F, 
and a d ’Alembert force [50]:
f  =  F — p n (3.1)
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where p is the current density of the m aterial at this point and u is the displacement 
of the point. Then the body force term  in the virtual work equation has the form [50]
[  f  - 5 v d V =  [  F - S v d V -  [  pii ■ 5v dV. (3.2)
Jv Jv Jv
The d ’Alembert term  may be w ritten more conveniently in term s of the reference 
volume and reference density, po, as
/  p0 ü  • 5v dV0
JVo
where ü  is the acceleration field. W hen implicit integration is used the equilibrium 
equations are w ritten at the end of a time step (at tim e t +  A t ), and ii is calculated 
from the tim e integration operator. The interpolator approxim ates the displacement 
a t a point as
u  =  N  NuN , (3.3)
where ~Nn , N  =  1,2 • • • up to the total num ber of variables in the problem, is a set of 
N  vector interpolation functions, and uN, N  = 1,2 • • •, is a set of nodal displacement. 
So
ü  =  N n ün  , (3.4)
provided th a t N ^  is not displacement dependent. This is the case for most of the 
elements in ABAQUS. W ith this interpolation assum ption, the d ’Alembert force term  
is
~{^ Jv poNw - N M W ) i i M,
th a t is, the consistent mass m atrix times the accelerations of the nodal variables. Then 
the finite element approxim ation to equilibrium is
m n m üm +  j N _  p N  =  Q5 (3.5)
where
M n m
is the consistent mass m atrix,
• N m dV0
I N = [  ß N : a  dVo 
JVo
(3.6)
(3.7)
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is the internal force vector, and
P N = [  N N - t d S +  [  N n -F dV  (3.8)
Js Jv
is the external force vector. In this context the term s “m atrix” and “vector” refer to 
m atrices and vectors in the space of the nodal variables uN .
3.2 .2  E x p lic it D y n am ic  A nalysis
The explicit dynamic analysis procedure in ABAQUS/Explicit is based upon the imple­
m entation of an explicit integration rule together with the used of diagonal or “lum ped” 
element mass m atrices. The equations of motion for the body are integrated using the 
explicit central difference integration rule
f f i + l ) -t- A t
+
— üN
U ( r )
(3.9)
(3.10)“ (7+ 1) ~  “ (*)
where uN is a degree of freedom (a displacement or rotation component) and the sub­
script (*) refers to the increment number in an explicit dynamics step [51]. The central 
difference integration operator is explicit in th a t the kinem atic sta te  may be advanced 
using known values of and from the previous increment. The explicit inte­
gration rule is quite simple, but by itself does not provide the com putational efficiency 
associated with the explicit dynamics procedure. The key to the com putational effi­
ciency of the explicit procedure is the use of diagonal element mass m atrices, because 
the accelerations at the beginning of the increment may be com puted by
ü^ = (MNMr i( p ^ - p )), (3.ii)
where M n m  is the diagonal lumped mass m atrix, P M is the applied load vector, and 
I M is the internal force vector. The explicit procedure requires no iterations and no 
tangent stiffness m atrix.
The explicit procedure integrates through time by using many small time incre­
m ents. The central difference operator is conditionally stable and the stability limit 
for the operator (with no damping) is given in term s of the highest eigenvalue in the 
system  as
At  <= —-— . (3.12)
^ m a x
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In ABAQUS/Explicit a small am ount of dam ping  is in troduced  to control high frequency 
oscillations. W ith  dam ping , the  stab le tim e increm ent is given by
A << —  ( \ / l + £ 2 - f ) .  (3.13)
^ m a x
w here £ is th e  fraction of critical dam ping  in the  h ighest m ode. C o n tra ry  to  usual 
engineering in tu itio n , in troducing  dam ping  to  the solution reduces th e  s tab le  tim e in­
crem ent.
T he  com pu ter tim e involved in running  a sim ulation using explicit tim e in teg ra tio n  
w ith  a  given m esh is d irectly  p roportional to  the tim e period  of the  event. T h e  stab ility  
lim it can be rew ritten  (ignoring dam ping) in the  form
A t < m in P
A -(- 2/i
(3.14)
w here the  m inim um  is taken  over all elem ents in the  m esh, U  is a  ch arac te ris tic  
leng th  associa ted  w ith  an  elem ent, p is the  density  of th e  m ateria l in th e  elem ent, 
an d  A and  p are the  effective L am e’s constan ts for the  m ateria l in the  elem ent. For 
linear, non-iso trop ic elastic m ateria ls, th is  stab ility  lim it is fu r th e r scaled down by a 
facto r which is th e  square roo t of the  ra tio  of the  effective m ateria l stiffness to  th e  
m axim um  m ateria l stiffness in one p articu la r d irection. Since th is  effectively m eans 
th a t  th e  tim e increm ent can be no larger th a n  the  tim e required  to  p ro p ag ate  a  stress 
wave across an  elem ent, the  com puter tim e involved in runn ing  a q u asi-sta tic  analysis 
is very large, since the  cost of the  sim ulation is d irectly  p roportional to  th e  n u m b er of 
tim e increm ents required , n  =  T / A t  if At  rem ains co n stan t, w here T  is th e  tim e period  
of th e  event being sim ulated . T hus,
n  ~  T  m ax
A -(- 2p
(3.15)
To reduce n , a possible way is to speed up th e  sim ulation  com pared  to  th e  tim e of 
th e  ac tu a l process —  th a t  is, one can artificially reduce th e  tim e period  of th e  event, T.  
T his will in troduce two possible errors. If the  sim ulation speed is increased too  m uch, 
th e  increased in e rtia  forces will change the  p red ic ted  response. T hen  no t choosing a 
too  large sp eed -u p  is th e  only way to  avoid th is  error. T he  o ther erro r is th a t  som e 
aspec ts  of th e  problem , o th er th a n  in ertia  forces, m ay be ra te  dependen t. T h is im plies 
th a t  one can n o t change th e  ac tua l tim e period  of the  event being m odelled. B u t we
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can see a simple equivalent -  artificially increasing the m aterial density p by a factor 
/ 2 reduces n  to n / / ,  ju st like decreasing T  to T / f .  This concept, called mass scaling, 
reduces the ratio of the event time to the time for wave propagation across an element 
while leaving the event time fixed, thus allowing treatm ent of rate dependent m aterial 
and other behaviours, while having exactly the same effect on inertia forces as speeding 
up the tim e of simulation. Mass scaling is attractive because it allows people to trea t 
rate  dependent problems, such as superplastic forming . But it is not universally valid, 
and taking it too far will change the solution.
3.2.3 A bou t A B A Q U S
ABAQUS is a commercial finite element analysis software, and basically provides two 
kinds of FEA scheme, ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit.
ABAQUS/Standard is a general-purpose, production-oriented finite element program 
designed specifically for advanced analysis applications. A wide variety of problems can 
be addressed with the available modelling tools. For example, option *CREEP STRAIN 
RATE CONTROL is specially for the control of creep stra in  ra te  in superplastic forming 
analysis.
A B A Q U S/Standard uses an implicit analysis scheme, which provides a variety of 
tim e-dom ain and frequency-domain analysis procedures. These procedures are divided 
into two classes: “ general analyses ” in which the response may be linear or nonlinear, 
and “ linear perturbation  analyses ” in which linear response is com puted about a. 
general, possibly nonlinear, base state. A single simulation can include m ultiple analysis 
types. The general analyses include:
• S tatic stress/displacem ent analysis,
• V iscoelastic/viscoplastic response,
• Transient dynamic stress/displacem ent analysis,
• T ransient or steady-state heat transfer analysis,
• Transient or steady-state mass diffusion analysis,
• Coupled problems;
and linear perturbation  analyses include:
• S tatic stress/displacem ent analysis,
• Dynamic stress/displacem ent analysis.
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ABAQUS/Explicit is a finite element program designed specifically for advanced, 
nonlinear continuum  and structural analysis needs. The program  addresses highly 
nonlinear transient dynamic phenomena and certain nonlinear quasi-static simulations. 
ABAQ US/Explicit uses explicit time integration for time stepping and includes the 
following types of analyses:
• Explicit dynamic response with or without adiabatic heating effects.
• Annealing for m ulti-step forming simulations.
Both ABAQUS/Standard and ABAQUS/Explicit are designed to run on com puters 
ranging from desktop systems running Windows NT or UNIX to departm ental servers 
and supercom puters.
3.3 F E  M o d e llin g  in  S u p e rp la s tic  F o rm in g
Superplastic sheet forming is a process involving large deform ation, large strain , nonlin­
ear m aterial behaviour and, usually, deformation dependent boundary conditions [52]. 
Consequently the numerical analysis of such a highly nonlinear process involves formidable 
com putational problems. Fortunately the superplastic behaviour of m etals is charac­
terised by the dependence of the flow stress upon the rate  of strain  which allows the 
m aterial to be described as rigid-viscoplastic. Recognition of the sim ilarities between 
this type of m aterial response and th a t of a non-Newtonian viscous fluid have enables a 
“viscous flow” formulation to be developed which circumvents many of the complexities 
associated w ith a large deformation solid mechanics based approach.
Two solution procedures, implicit and explicit, have been used to sim ulate th in  
sheet SPF processes.
The implicit formulation is derived directly from the simulation of non-Newtonian 
viscous flows where such an approach is particularly well-suited. It has been shown 
th a t the implicit procedure is efficient for 2-D cases. But some problems occur w ith 
3-D structu res where it may be difficult to perfectly simulate the contacts using such 
a form ulation [52, 53, 54, 55]. However, most research published in SPF modelling 
have employed this formulation to predict the final thickness profile of the formed 
superplastic sheet and to determine the pressure cycle. Bonnet et. al. [52, 56, 55] 
adopted the th in  shell kinematics equations to represent the superplastic phenomenon
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of bo th  2-D and 3-D cases. They built an implicit model which involved flat 3-node 
m em brane elements, and solved for the nodal velocities. Bellet et. al. [57, 58] a ttem pted  
a m em brane isoparametric element approach for the simulation of 3-D cases and a plane- 
stra in  element formulation for 2-D circumstance. Ram a and C handra [59, 60] based 
their work on a continuum element formulation which allowed them  to consider the 
effects of bending and shear stresses in addition to those of membrane. Their study 
has been validated by pan-forming simulations.
As the size of the meshed model increases, the explicit m ethod provides a m ajor 
advantage in com putational time in comparison to implicit m ethod, whereas its m ajor 
drawback is th a t the stable time increment is small in comparison to the actual process. 
However, for rate  dependent issues like SPF, this could be overcome by mass scaling 
which has been specified in section 3.2.2.
3.4  S u p e rp la s t ic  F o rm in g  M o d e llin g
3.4.1 G e o m e try  a n d  M odel
There are several Geometric models being sim ulated, including 2-dimensional hemi­
spherical dome and flat pan, and 3-dimensional rectangular box.
Hemispherical Dome
The hemispherical dome is one of the simplest shapes in superplastic forming process. 
Its axisym m etric feature enables 3-D result to be obtained using a 2-D model, and can 
save considerable com putational time. In the later experiments carried out, a dome- 
shape component with smaller dimensions is also adopted to verify the sim ulation 
results.
Figure 3-1 shows the geometry of the hemispherical dome die. The radius of the 
dome die is 508 mm (20 in), and the fillet radius is 101.6 mm (4 in). The die is modelled 
as a rigid surface and completely fixed in all degrees of freedom.
Half of the initial disc blank is modelled by 23 nodes and 22 shell elements of type 
SAX11 (see figure 3-2), w ith radius of 711.2 mm (28 in). Node 1 is in the central of the 
whole blank and can only move in direction 2 (up and down), whereas node 23 is at the 
JSAX1 is 2-node thin or thick axisymmetric shell element.
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Figure 3-1: The geometry of hemispherical dome die.
edge of the blank and clamped on the flange of the die completely. The first element 
next to the centre point is element 1, and the last element near the edge is element 22.
Flat Pan
The flat pan is similar to the hemispherical dome, but the corner of the pan gives more 
complexity. 3-D results also can be achieved by 2-D model. The die of the flat pan is 
shown in figure 3-3. The pan is 1016 mm (40 in) wide and 508 mm (20 in) deep with 
fillet radius of 101.6 mm (4 in).
Also, half of the disc blank is modelled by 23 nodes and 22 SAX1 elements (see 
figure 3-4). Node 1 is located in the central of the blank and moves up and down 
in direction 2 only. Node 23 is a t the edge of the blank and completely fixed in all 
directions. Element 1 is the one next to the centre point, whereas element 22 is the 
last one close to the edge.
R ectangular Box
The rectangular box is one of the examples provided by A B A Q U S/Standard Example 
Problem s Manual [61]. Its geometry is more intricate than  those of hemispherical dome 
and flat pan, and more closely resembles practical components. A quarter of the box
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Figure 3-2: Initial position of blank with respect to dome die.
Figure 3-3: The geometry of flat pan die.
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Figure 3-4: Initial position of blank with respect to pan die.
is modelled in order to save com putational time.
The final dimensions of the rectangular box are 1321 m m  (52 in) long by 813 mm 
(32 in) wide by 508 mm (20 in) deep w ith a 50.8 mm (2 in) flange around it. All fillet 
radii are 101.6 mm (4 in). The female die is modelled as a rigid body, as shown in 
figure 3-5, and meshed with rigid R3D32 element.
A quarter of the blank is modelled using 704 m embrane elements of type M3D4R3, 
shown in figure 3-6. Two kinds of boundary conditions are applied in the model. The 
two edges, which coincide with two axes of the box, can only go up and down in direction 
2, and the other two are fixed completely.
One thing should be pointed out is th a t, in order to avoid having points “fall off” 
the rigid surface during the course of the analysis, more than  half or a quarter of the die 
has been modelled in these three models. In other words, the rigid surface is extended 
far enough so th a t contacting nodes will not slide off the m aster surface.
3.4.2 M aterial
The m aterial of all the blanks in these three models are assumed to be elastic-viscoplastic, 
and the properties roughly represent the 2004 (Al-6Cu-0.4Zr-0.3Mg-0.2Si-0.1Ge) based
2R3D3 is three-dimensional, 3-node, rigid element.
3M 3D4R is three-dimensional. 4-node membrane element with reduced integration.
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Figure 3-5: The geometry of rectangular box die.
Figure 3-G: Initial position of blank with respect to rectangular box die.
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Mechanical property Value
Tem perature range (°C) 400 -  480
Strain rate range (/s) 0.0005 -  0.01
Stress range (Mpa) 5 - 3 5
Elongation (%) 400 -  1800
Yield strength  (MPa) 220
Young’s modulus (GPa) 71
Poisson’s ratio 0.34
Table 3.1: Mechanical properties of Supral 100.
commercial superplastic alum inium  alloy Supral 100.
Supral 100 is dynamically recrystallising alloy in which the grain size is a func­
tion of the initial strain  rate during superplastic forming, bu t is typically 3 to 6 mi­
crom etres. The m aterial is warm rolled at 300 °C to almost 90% reduction and recov­
ery/recrystallisation is prevented prim arily by a dispersion of ZrA13 particles occupying 
about 5% by volume at 5 to 10 nm diam eter and to a lesser extent by Mg2Si particles.
O ptim um  superplastic forming tem perature of supral 100 is 460 0C , bu t the m aterial 
can be formed anywhere from 400 to 480 °C.  The optim um  strain  rates for deform ation 
are between 10-3 to 10-2 / s  and thus forming times are substantially shorter than  for 
other superplastic alloys. Elongations of 1500% are possible but the Supral alloys do 
cavitate (10% by volume is possible but at commercial strains (300%) 1% is more typ ­
ical) usually where there are large undissolved prim ary ZrA13 particles or undissolved 
CuA12. The mechanical properties for Supral 100 are shown in table 3.1.
The optim um  strain rate  used in ABAQUS analyses is supposed to be 0.02 /sec, 
and the flow stress af  is assumed to depend on the plastic strain  rate i  according to
<jf =  A(i)  2 (3.16)
where A is 179.2 M Pa (26.0 x 103 lb /in 2), and the tim e is in seconds.
3.4.3 Loading and C ontrols
Two analyses can be performed by ABAQUS in the three models, one is with constant 
loading pressure , and another one is with a pressure schedule autom atically adjusted 
to achieve a maximum strain  rate, which is supposed to be 0.02/sec for Supral 100.
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Time (s
Figure 3-7: History of ratio between maximum creep strain rate and target strain 
rate.
In the constant load case the pre-stressed blank is, in all these three models, sub­
jected  to a rapidly applied external pressure of 68.8 kPa (10 lb /in 2) which is then held 
constant for a certain period of time, until the component has been formed. In the 
second case the pre-stressed blank is subjected to a rapidly applied external pressure 
of 1.38 kPa (0.2 lb /in 2). The pressure schedule is then chosen by ABAQUS.
C onstant loading is handy to achieve and control, so it is adopted in the later 
experim ents. But the variation of maximum strain  rate of the blank which is undesired, 
usually, cannot be avoided. Autom atic loading fits superplastic forming process very 
well, and is used in all the simulation works in this project. A history of ratio  between 
m aximum  creep strain  rate and target strain  rate  of the 3-D box is shown in figure 3-7, 
and its corresponding autom atic loading pressure curve is shown in figure 3-8. They 
may give readers a general picture about autom atic loading control.
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F orm ing  Time (s)
Figure 3-8: Automatic loading pressure for rectangular box (strain rate = 0.02).
C h a p te r  4
O p tim isa tio n  M e th o d s
4.1 In trod u ction
O ptim isation can be defined as the science of determ ining the best solution to certain 
m athem atically defined problems, which are often models of physical reality [62]. It is 
the process by which the optimal solution to a problem, or optim um , is produced [63]. 
The word optim um  has come from the L atin  word optim um , meaning best.
There has been a host of contributions, from Archimedes to the present day, scat­
tered  across many disciplines. Many of the earlier ideas, although interesting from 
a theoretical point of view, were originally of little practical use, as they involved a 
daunting am ount of com putational effort. The advent of the com puter has helped bring 
about the unification of optim isation theory into a rapidly growing branch of applied 
m athem atics. The com puter provided the means of resolving many of the numerical 
problems [64].
O ptim isation involves the study of optim ality criteria  for problems, the determ ina­
tion of algorithmic m ethods of solution, the study of the structure  of such m ethods, 
and com puter experim entation with m ethods both  under trial conditions and on real 
life problems.
The commonly used m ethods of optim isation include:
• Dichotomous search
• Fibonacci search
• Golden section
for optim isation with single variable, and
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• Gradient search and Newton's m ethod
• Contour tangent elimination
• Simplex m ethod
• Davidon 's m ethod
for multi-variable optim isation.
There are two things which should be stated  here. F irst, m inim isation and m ax­
imisation are essentially same processes. For any m aximisation problem like
max / (x ) ,
it is always able to transfer it into minimisation as
min ( - f ( x ) ) .
So only minimisation is discussed in this chapter. Secondly, as D. J. Wilde pointed 
out [65], m ultim odal problems having more than  one peak have not been studied with 
any success so far. In other words, all the search m ethods presented in this chapter 
only apply for unimodal circumstance. Anyone confronted w ith such a problem  m ust 
a t present try  to isolate the various peaks and explore each of them  individually [65]. 
Fortunately  from the au th o r’s experiences in optimising the sheet thickness in SPF, 
there is only one solution of thickness where the criteria converges to. Therefore all the 
search schemes posed following are applicable.
4.2  U n im o d a lity
4.2 .1  U nim odality
In order to present the search m ethod clearly, it is necessary to define unim odality first.
In single variable problem, unim odality is obvious. Functions y  of a single variable 
x  which, roughly speaking, have only one valley in the interval to be explored. All 
the functions pictured in figure 4-1 have this property, which is called unim odality . 
Notice th a t a unimodal function does not have to be sm ooth as in figure 4-1 (a), or even 
continuous as in figure 4-1 (b); it can be broken, discontinuous, and even undefined in 
certain  intervals as in figure 4-1 (c). Thus, the unim odality assum ption, not really very 
restrictive, holds in a large num ber of practical search problems.
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(a) Concave (b) Continuous (c) Arbitrary
Figure 4-1: Unimodal functions.
To define unimodality mathematically, let y* represent the desired but unknown 
minimum value of y , and let x* be the value of x for which this m inimum  is attained . 
T h a t is,
y* = mmy ( x )  (4.1)
X
y(x*) = y* (4.2)
Consider two experiments x \  and X2 , with x\  < X2 , and their outcomes are y\ and yo 
respectively. Then y is unimodal, if X2 < x* implies th a t y\ < y2 , and if x\  > x * implies 
th a t y\ > y2.- In other words, if the points are both  on the same side of the optim um , 
then  the one nearer the optim um  gives the higher value of y. This definition is strong 
enough for single variable problem to build a measure of search effectiveness, w ithout 
being so restrictive as to exclude many practical functions behaving discontinuously.
For the problems with multi variables, unim odality is not so simple. The criterion 
y is a function of the coordinates of the corresponding experim ent x , which can all be 
expressed in term s of the param eter A as
y(xi(A), z 2(A), • • • , *jfc(A)) =  y{A) (4.3)
where 0 <  A < 1. Since y  depends only on the single param eter A, the concept 
of unim odality of one-dimensional problem can be borrowed. Let m  represent the 
m inimum  value attained  by y as A passes through its range, and A* designate the value 
of A at which y equals m. T hat is
m  =  min y(X)  (4.4)
0<A <1
and
j/(A*) =  m (4.5)
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Let Ai and A2 (with Ai < A2 ) be any two values of the param eter A in the unit interval. 
Then, similarly as single variable situation, y is unim odal on the path  form a  to b if
A2 < A* (4.6)
implies th a t
y(Ai) < y M (4.7)
and if
A* < Ai (4.8)
implies th a t
y (A i)> y (A 2) (4.9)
It is clear now how to dehne unim odality for a function of k variables. Let x* be 
the point in the experimental region a t which y  reaches its minimum value y*
y * =  m iny(x) (4.10)
X
and
y(x*) =  y* (4.11)
Then the function y(x*) will be described as unim odal if for every pair of points a  and 
b in the experimental region there exists a pa th  from a through x* to b on which y 
is unim odal. The surface whose contours are exhibited in figure 4-2(a) is unim odal, 
whereas the one in figure 4-2(b) is not.
4.2.2 Strong U nim odality
A function will be called strong unim odal if the straight line running to the sum m it 
at x* from any point a  in the experim ental region is a falling path . Figure 4-3 shows 
two response surfaces, one is strong unim odal and the other not.
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(a) Unimodal function (b) Bimodal function
Figure 4-2: Unimodal and non—unimodal response surfaces.
(b) Strong unimodal (a) Unimodal (not strong)
Figure 4-3: Strong unimodal and non-strong unimodal response surfaces.
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4.3  S ing le V ariab le  O p tim isa tio n
Simultaneous search and sequential search are two basic search schemes in optim isa­
tion. A sequential search allows the investigator to run his experim ents one after the 
o ther, using information from earlier experim ents to decide where to locate later ones, 
whereas in simultaneous search all experim ents m ust be run at the same time. N atu­
rally, sequential search schemes are much more effective than  simultaneous plans and 
their flexibility pays off heavily, even more than one might imagine. Often one can 
avoid an inefficient simultaneous search simply by changing one’s point of view.
4.3.1 D ic h o to m o u s  S earch
The idea of dichotomous search is, in the interval of uncertainty [a, 6], where L \ — a — b, 
conducting two experiment at the points
* -  =  ( 4 1 2 )
x+ = \Ll + \ (413) 
where e is minimum permissible separation between experiments (figure 4-4). Then 
function evaluation / (x _ )  > f { x +) means th a t the interval [x_,6] contains the peak; 
likewise f ( x - ) < f ( x +)1 indicates th a t the minimum locates in [a,z+]. Suppose the 
first circum stance happens, therefore segment [x-,b] tu rns out to be the new interval. 
The same procedure can be repeated until a satisfactory result is arrived at.
Generally after n experiments ( n m ust be even of course) one can locate the min- 
imum within an interval at length ^ 2 -f- (1 — \  2 )e [65]. Thus the effectiveness of this 
dichotomous search grows exponentially with n. Com paring this to a sim ultaneous 
search, in order to reduce to an interval of uncertainty to 1% of its original length 
would, neglecting e, require 198 sim ultaneous experim ents — a task th a t could be 
accomplished after fourteen dichotomous trials (table 4.1)
4.3 .2  F ib o n a cc i S earch
W hen one wants to locate the minimum as accurately as possible, i.e. w ith the shortest 
possible interval of uncertainty, but can only afford n experim ents, Fibonacci search
1 In extrem e circumstance / ( a:_) =  f ( x +) could happen in theory, but hardly happens in practice.
It can therefore be neglected in all the following searches.
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Figure 4-5: Fibonacci search with four experiments.
appears to be the best choice.
In order to have general formula for Fibonacci search, let us introduce the sequence 
of numbers F defined as
i-HIItCIIc? (4.14)
Fk =  F k-i +  Fk_ 2 k = 2,3, • • • (4.15)
Fk is called the kth  Fibonacci number.
To start a Fibonacci search, the point of the first experiment mi is placed L2 units 
from one end 2 of the original interval [a, 6] whose length is L\ (figure 4-5), and
2 It does not. matter which end because the second point is placed L 2 units from the other end by 
the symmetrical rule.
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(4.16)
where n is num ber of experiment involved in the search, and e is the minimum perm is­
sible separation between experiments.
One then places the second point X2 within the interval being searching sym m etri­
cally with respect to the point x\ .  By comparing the function value f  ( x i) and / ( . to),  
p art of the interval can be eliminated. Suppose f ( x 2) < f ( x  1), interval [a ,2q] is there­
fore removed and [aq, 6] left (figure 4-5). Again one finds the th ird  point T3 w ithin the 
new interval symmetrically to point T2, compares / ( a q )  and / ( .T 3) ,  and removes the 
invalid interval. By keeping doing this procedure, the interval will, after n experim ents, 
reduce to
By this Fibonacci search technique an interval of uncertainty can be reduced to less 
th a n  1% of its original length after only eleven sequential experim ents (table 4.1). As 
pointed out earlier, this same reduction would require fourteen dichotomous experi­
m ents or 198 simultaneous trials.
4 .3.3  Golden Sec t ion
Golden section search is nearly as effective as Fibonacci m ethod, but independent of 
the num ber of experiments available, in other words it does not require the experim ent 
num ber n  to be specified a t the outset.
Before introducing the Golden section search, let us define
t  is called Golden section ratio.
To perform  Golden section search, a similar procedure as Fibonacci m ethod would 
be followed. The first point is placed at a distance L \ / t from one end, where L \
(4.17)
T  =
1 +  \/5
2
=  1.618033989 ••• (4.18)
is the original interval of uncertainty; the second point the same distance from the 
o ther end. The results of the two experiments will determ ine which segment is to  be 
explored further. As usual, this remaining segment will contain one of the previous
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N um ber of 
experim ents
D ichotom ous 
search L q/ L h
Fibonacci search
L o /L n
Golden section  
(1.62)n_1
0 1 1
1 1 1 1
2 2 2 1.62
3 2 3 2.62
4 4 5 4.24
5 4 8 6.85
6 8 13 11.09
7 8 21 17.94
8 16 34 29.0
9 16 55 47.0
10 32 89 76.0
11 32 144 123
12 64 233 199
13 64 377 322
14 128 610 521
15 128 987 843
16 256 1597 1364
17 256 2584 2207
18 512 4181 3570
19 512 6765 5778
20 1024 10946 9349
21 1024 17711 15127
22 2048 28657 24476
23 2048 46368 39602
24 4096 75025 64078
25 4096 121393 103680
26 8192
27 8192
28 16384
29 16384
30 32768
Table 4.1: Reduction ratios for various sequential search plans.
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trials, and to continue the search one merely places the next experim ent symm etrically 
in the interval. Once begun, this process may be continued as long as desired. After n 
experim ents the interval L n remaining is given by
Ln =  (4-19)
4 .4  M u lti-v a r ia b le  O p tim isa tio n
4.4.1 M u ltid im e n sio n a l G e n e ra lisa tio n
It is im portan t to generalise the m ultivariable problems before specifying the search 
plans.
Let y ( x i, X'2 , • • • , x &) be a function of k independent variables, x() =  (zoi, ®0 2 , • • • , XQk) 
be the original experiment point, and yo be its outcome. Define the deviations
A Xj = Xj — xoj for j  =  1, 2, • • • , k (4.20)
Ay =  y - y o  (4.21)
The linear approxim ation for A y  a t Xq is
A  dy  A
A -"=  E  a ,  A x >
j - i
(4.22)
dy
To evaluate the coefficients —— one must perform k experim ents (excluding x q ) and
OX j
solve the k sim ultaneous equations
k
A y i  =  ^2  A z t j
j = 1
dy
dxj
for i = 1, 2, • • • , k (4.23)
dy
for the constants —— , since the Axi j  and Ayi  are given for each experim ent. These
dab-
com putations can be simplified by choosing Ax i j  = 0 for all i ^  j ,  in which case 
equation 4.23 gives simply
dy _  A  y.j
dxj  Axj j
for j  = 1, 2, • • • , k
dy
(4.24)
Equation 4.24 indicates th a t, to evaluate —— of the j th  variable, one ju st needs to  do
dxj
a experim ent a t point (aq, aq, • • • , Xj +  A xj ,  • • • , x n).
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dy
Once the are known one can sta te  th a t the combinations of A Xj giving de­
creased y m ust satisfy the inequality
dy
< 0
j = 1
dxj
(4.25)
Geometrically speaking, if one considers the k + 1 dimensional space of y and the x, 
equation 4.22 describes the k dimensional hyperplane tangent to the response surface 
a t xq .
4.4.2 D ire c t S earch  a n d  D escen t T echn iques
Direct search and descent techniques are two main classes for optim isation with multi- 
variable.
Direct search techniques are most suitable for simple problems involving a relatively 
small num ber of variables [66]. Generally speaking however it is less efficient than  
descent techniques. Direct search requires only objective function evaluations and does 
not use partial derivatives. In addition, information accum ulated in earlier iterations 
may be used by some direct search techniques.
Descent techniques differ from direct search m ethods in a num ber of respects. One 
of these is th a t the am ount of information carried over from iteration to iteration. Some 
of the direct search m ethods do not use information from previous iterations, while most 
of the descent techniques carry over and use this information. Furtherm ore, new di­
rections of descent are generated in each iteration. Most direct search m ethods, on the 
other hand, ju st proceed to probe the objective function along a set of predeterm ined 
direction. The descent iterations usually involve more com putational work in the eval­
uation of the gradients than  the direct search m ethods which require only evaluations 
of the objective function /(x ). Also descent search m ethods may involve, in addition, 
the evaluation of first and possibly higher order derivatives of the objective function. 
However as a result of more com putation, each step of descent process normally yields 
considerable improvement of the objective function. Thus, overall com putational effi­
ciency of descent techniques is usually high in comparison to th a t of direct search, and 
convergence to a solution in relatively fewer steps can be expected.
There are a num ber of direct search m ethods, such as:
• p a tte rn  search (the m ethod of Hooke and Jeeves [67]),
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Figure 4-6: The reflection, contraction and expansion operations in simplex method.
• the m ethod of ro tating coordinates,
• the simplex m ethod (by Spendley, Hext and Himsworth [68]) and improved sim ­
plex m ethod (by Neider and Mead [69]), and etc.
There are more m ethods under the category of descent techniques, such as:
• steepest descent (first-order gradient),
• New ton’s m ethod (second-order gradient),
• least squares,
• conjugate gradient m ethods,
• variable metric m ethods, and etc.
In the following paragraphs, the simplex m ethod (improved by Neider and Mead) 
and gradient search (first-order gradient) are selected to discuss briefly.
S im p le x  M e th o d
The simplex m ethod is based on the comparison of the objective function values at the 
n  +  1 vertices of a general simplex in n dimensions and moving this simplex towards 
the optim um  point [69]. There are three basic operations in the movement: reflection, 
contraction and expansion (figure 4-6).
To minimise the function, /(x,;) is evaluated at each vertex. Supposing x /! is the 
vertex corresponding to the highest value of the objective function:
/ ( x /l) =  m ax(x ') i — 1, 2, ••• , n  T  1; (4.26)
i
x 2nd, x 3rrf, • • • are the vertices with the second, the th ird , • • • highest values of / (x ) ;  
x 1 is vertex with the lowest value of / (x ) ;  and x° is the centroid of all x v except i — h,
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given by:
x Ü
1
n
n+ 1
E (4.27)
Since / ( x /l) is the worst (highest) value the m ethod tries to make a move as far 
away as possible from x /l by reflecting the vertex in the centroid of the opposite side of 
the simplex, th a t is:
x r =  (1 +  a)x° — q x ,! a > 0 (4.28)
A new simplex x r, x 2m/, x 3,y/, • • • , x r has been formed. New value / ( x r) raises two 
possible cases: / ( x r) < / ( x /l) or / ( x r) > / ( x /l). In the first case / ( x r ) is not the worst 
vertex, and the same reflection procedure can be applied to the new simplex. If, on 
the other hand, / ( x r) > / ( x /l) then xr gives the worst value of the new simplex so 
reapplying the reflection m ethod to the new simplex would ju st reproduce the old one. 
To get out of this loop a new strategy is employed. The second largest vertex of the 
new simplex, x 2nd, is chosen and the reflection procedure is im plem ented on it. If the 
strategy is a success the  m ethod proceeds as before. If the strategy fails the  vertex x 3r  ^
is selected for reflection. The cycle then continues similarly: if a success is obtained 
re tu rn  to the original m ethod, if not try  the next largest vertex.
In some circumstances expansion and contraction can be applied so th a t either the 
simplex can move faster or the uncertain area can be reduced by shrinking the simplex.
• If / ( x r) < /(x*), expansion operation can be inserted to accelerate the movement 
of the simplex. As / ( x r) becomes the lowest vertex, the direction of the reflection 
is desired and further improvement of the function value may be achieved by 
expansion, th a t is
xe =  7Xr +  (1 — 7 )x° 7 > 1 (4.29)
The expansion is successful if / ( x fc) < /(x*), and in this case x /( is replaces by 
x e. In the case of failure x /( is replaces by x r.
• If / ( x r) > f(x.2nd) and / ( x /l) > f ( x 2nd), x /l is replaced by x r, and contraction 
move is then employed, th a t is
x c =  ß x h +  (1 -  ß)x° 1 > ß > 0 (4.30)
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Therefore by comparing x c and x /j two possible cases arise . In the case th a t 
/ ( x /l) > / ( x c), then x /l is replaced by x c and the procedure is restarted . O ther­
wise if / ( x /l) < / ( x ':), the current simplex is shrunk about the point x / as:
x »et«; =  ^ ( x? +  x z) i = 1, 2, ••• , n  +  1 (4.31)
and res ta rt the procedure.
Neider and Mead [69] found th a t useful values for the coefficients a ,  7 and ß  were:
'
a  =  1
< 7  =  2 (4.32)
ß  =  0.5
After giving an initial estim ate of the minimum x 1 =  (27, 27, • • • , x„), an initial 
simplex is formed using two auxiliary values
\/n  +  1 -  1 +  n 
P n  =  --------------------- S
:x/2
Qn
y n + T  — 1 
n \ / 2
(4.33)
5
where 5  is a scaling factor. The n +  1 vertices of a regular simplex with edge of length 
S  are given by
X 1
x 2
=  ( 2 7 ,  x 2 , £ 3 ,  • • • ,  x n )T 
=  (.Pn +  « 1 ,  q,i +  Z 2 ,  qn +  ■ 1 q>i T  x n)
X 3 =  (qn +  Z l ,  pn +  2 7 ,  qn +  Z 3 >  • '■ ■ , qn +  Xn )T ( 4 . 34 )
x ,,+1 =  (qn +  x i, qn +  X2 , qn +  x$, • • • , p n +  x n)T
This construction of the initial simplex assures th a t its vertices span the full n  dim en­
sional space [66].
The simplex m ethod has a wide application as it does not make any assum ption 
about the objective function except th a t the function is continuous. It may be useful 
when the locations of m inima are needed with a limited accuracy and the final rapid 
convergence is not essential. However some disadvantages of the m ethod do exist. There
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is a possibility th a t the simplex may collapse into a subspace and therefore no solution 
in the desired space of all variable will be found. It can also shrink drastically into a 
steep valley and stop the procedure prem aturely. Com putational efficiency depends on 
the choice of the coefficients a , 7 and ß , and the size of the initial simplex. C riteria for 
an optim al choice of these values are not known, although a  =  1, 7 =  2 and ß — 0.5 
can be recommended [66].
G ra d ie n t  Search
The gradient search techniques involve iterations which consist essentially of three parts. 
F irst, a direction of descent in the k th  iteration is found, then  a descent step-length 
Xk is determ ined, and finally the descent step x fc+1 =  x.k — Xks k is performed.
The descent direction is an n dimensional vector
s =  (si S2 ••• sn)T
_ d^y_ dy dy_}T
v dx \  d x 2 d x n
(4.35)
(4.36)
If it is not possible to evaluate partial differentiations m athem atically, experim ental 
evaluation can be achieved by
dy _  f {x j  +  Axj) -  f ( x j )  
dxi Ax{
{Ax? >  e 2 ) (4.37)
where e is minimal permissible separation between experiments. Equation 4.37 indicates 
th a t, to  evaluate the partial differentiation in the zth dimension, one can conduct one 
more experim ent a t point 27 -f A 27 which must be outside the range [xr — e, x.j +  e], as 
far as A x, is sufficiently small.
As pointed in section 4.4.1, functions of k independent variables have the linear 
approxim ation
for i = 1, 2, • • • , k (4.38)
Introducing an arb itrary  scalar A, the gradient line is represented by
dy
A Xj, = —— A for i =  1, 2, • • • , k
C/Xi
(4.39)
Equation 4.38 and 4.39 together give
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Hence A y  changes with A.
Notice th a t equation 4.40 only contains one variable A, single variable search plans 
preceded in section 4.3 can be adopted to achieve A£, which gives minimum along the 
descent direction in the k th  iteration. T hat is
/ ( x l - A ^ ' )  =  m in / ( x t - A s l ) (4.41)
where A£ is so called optimal descent step [66].
Alternatively one also can employ non-optimal descent step. A descent step Ak  is 
said to be a non-optimal steps if it satisfies
/(x* -  \ Ksk) < / ( x fc) (4.42)
instead of equation 4.41. T hat means, any value of A could be adopted, as far as 
function value at the new point is no larger than  the previous one. Of course in 
practice one alway chooses a value of A according to h is/her experiences, so th a t the 
function converges rapidly.
C ontrary to one’s intuition, non-optimal descent steps will lead to b e tte r efficiency 
in the most cases. This is correct in the sense th a t usually more com putation would 
be required to find optim al satisfying 4.41 than  ju st 4.42. Jacoby pointed out 
th a t “Experience indicates, however, th a t overall com putational efficiency is frequently 
improved when non-optimal steps are used” [66].
By now it is easy to calculate the new point by
x fc+1 -  x k -  A*s* (4.43)
Positive values of A generate the line of steepest descent. Conversely, negative values 
of A give the line of steepest ascent.
Repeating the above procedure enables one to approach the true minimum contin­
uously. In theory one most likely gets closer and closer to the concave point infinitely, 
bu t will not be able to “arrive” the real point. However in practice, it will be considered 
th a t the m inimum  is “found” when the point is located in an acceptable small area to 
the experim enter.
Figure 4-7 (a) shows the convergent track by gradient search with optim al A£, i.e. 
for every single iteration step one always optimises A so th a t it gives the minimal ou tpu t 
y. G radient search convergent track with non-optimal Ax  is shown in figure 4-7 (b).
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(a) Gradient search with optimal X (b) Gradient search with constant X
Figure 4-7: Gradient search tracks.
The gradient search technique is a simple technique involving relatively little com­
putational work per step. Each iteration is independent of the previous ones. The 
m ethod may converge to a solution even from a poor initial approxim ation for either 
strong or non-strong unimodal problems. U nfortunately the m ethod has several sho rt­
comings. Very short steps may be produced, accompanied by sharp changes in the 
gradient. This is frequently referred to as “zigzagging” and implies slow convergence 
and low com putational efficiency in spite of the small am ount of work per step. F urther­
more, the gradient search depends on the variable scaling. It has been known th a t this 
m ethod could be unstable with respect to small perturbations which may be rounding 
error, inaccuracy and etc. in the experiments.
However, due to its attractive features, gradient search technique is adopted in this 
thesis as one of the m ethods for the SPF thickness optim isation.
C h a p te r  5
Sheet O ptim isation
The goal of this chapter is to optimise the initial sheet thickness profile in superplastic 
forming process so th a t a desired final product thickness profile can be achieved. FEA 
sim ulations of a hemispherical dome, flat pan and 3-D box, whose geometric models 
and m aterial properties have been described in section 3.4, are implemented by using 
ABAQUS/Standard.
5.1 In trod u ction
Superplastic forming is a very non-linear process. The relation between the thickness 
profiles of the sheet and its formed component is very complex, especially for the 
components with complicated geometric shapes. The basic m athem atic model for a 
particu lar geometry, however, could be
t -  / ( T ) , (5.1)
where t  is the component thickness profile after forming, and T  is the sheet thickness 
profile before forming.
J. Cheng has proposed an analytical procedure to design the initial sheet thickness 
profile [12], as mentioned in section 2.2.2. However the difficulty of this kind of m ethod 
on obtaining analytical solution for those components with complex geometries, lim its 
its applicable areas. Therefore a trial-and-error approach has to be employed in order 
to solve practical problems.
The trial-and-error m ethod is essentially an optim isation process in which one can
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apply some strategies to approach the best point. Therefore after defining a proper 
criteria, optim isation m ethods can be employed.
5.2 O p tim is a t io n  C r i te r ia
The original thickness profile of a section is a continuous curve. However it is repre­
sented by a series of values a t discrete nodes with prescribed intervals in FE model. 
This operation makes it possible to trea t the SPF as a m u lti-inpu t/ou tpu t process, th a t 
is:
t ( t i ,  2^* • • • > tn) = / ( T ( T i ,T2, • • • ,T „ )) (5.2)
where t ( t i , 2^? • • • , £«) and T (T i ,T 2 , ' • • , Tn) are the component thickness profile (out­
pu t) and sheet thickness profile (input) respectively, and n  is the to tal num ber of the 
nodes involved in the forming process.
Directly relating inputs to outputs is difficult as there is strong non-linearity. There­
fore it is necessary to define a single optim isation criterion Y  based on the thickness 
ou tpu t t  of till nodes.
There are a num ber of ways in which the single criterion can be defined by inte­
grating the information of all nodes.
F irst, one simple way to do it is to choose the largest absolute nodal thickness error 
as the single criterion, th a t is
Y  =  max(\ ti  — t*\) f o r  2 =  l , 2 , - - - , n  (5.3)
where f7; is the ith  node thickness of the formed component, and t* is the required 
thickness of the com ponent1. The biggest difference between component node thick­
nesses and its target value is employed as the criterion. O ther absolute nodal errors 
will not be beyond the criterion. If the criterion equals zero , all node thicknesses of 
the component should be t*.
Second, the criterion can be defined as the mean square error of the component 
thickness:
Y  =  -  X >  -  <*):r> < J (5.4)
j= l
*It is assumed here th a t the target component thickness t* is all the same for each of the node. For
required variant component profile, t* is the target component thickness for the /’til node.
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If Y  is zero, all nodes should equal to t*.
These criterion definition all have their unique characteristics. As the definition 
by equation 5.4 can give us a relatively clear scope about the nodal errors, it is more 
suitable for the optim isation. Hence the mean square error will be adopted as the 
optim isation criterion in the following discussion.
5.3 G ra d ie n t S ea rch  M e th o d
5.3.1 Im p le m e n ta tio n  o f G ra d ie n t S earch  M e th o d
After defining the criteria Y  (output), we can apply a gradient search technique to the 
optim isation of sheet thickness in SPF.
Recall th a t the gradient search, which has been dem onstrated in section 4.4.2, takes 
the form:
r-p(A:-f-1) _  rjy(k)  _  ^ (A.) g (A.) (5.5)
where T  is the sheet thickness, k is the iteration tim e, \  is the step-length and s is the 
descent direction.
Suppose there are n nodes in the sheet model, therefore the descent direction s is
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an n  dimensional vector:
dY_
d f
dY dY  
dTi dT2
dY dt  
dt dTx
dY
dT„
dY dt  
dt dT2
dY dt\  I dY dt2 . 
dt i  dT\ ^  dt2 dTi ^
dY dU I dY dt2 I 
dh dT2 ^  dt2 dT2 "1"
dY dt  
dt dT„
I dY dt„ 
^  dt„ dTx
, dY dt„ 
^  dt„ dT2
dY_ dt_L_ , dY dU_ , ■ dY dt„
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dT2 dT2
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dT„
\  0Y~\
dt i
dY
dt2
dY
L dtn J
(5.6)
, „  d t , ^  dY
where R  =  —— and E =  ——.
d T  d t
As the explicit relationship between Y  and t has been known from equation 5.4, we 
can then rewrite the column m atrix E  into:
T
E - dYdti
dY
dt2
t\ — t* ton L
- ( t - f )n
dY
dtn
t* tn ~ **
(5.7)
M atrix E  represents the error of the current component thickness t  w ith respect to 
the target component thickness £*, and t  can be handily achieved by conducting a 
sim ulation at the point T ^  in the kth  iteration.
To derive the n x n m atrix  R , simulations have to be held as many as n tim e, as it 
is impossible to evaluate partial differentiations analytically in this case. Suppose th a t, 
in the i th  iteration, we change the ith  sheet node thickness T) into (1 +  5)Tn where 
5 is a num ber whose absolute value is sufficiently small, and hold all the o ther node 
thicknesses, the component thickness will change to:
-  *l | ( l+*)Tf ^1 (1+<$)T, • ••  ( 5 -8 ^
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therefore the ith  row R, in the m atrix R , where Rt is the the partial differentiation of 
component thickness w ith respect to the ith  node sheet thickness T,;, is:
01 r
tlq+rflT, -  t  
STt
_  h l d + Ä i r , - * 1  t 2 \ ( l  + A) Ti ~ t 2 6 »  | ( 1 + < 5 ) J ’, - 6 i
STj STj ' ■ '  6T,
After conducting the calculations of the partial differentiations of component thickness 
w ith respect to all the n nodal sheet thicknesses, m atrix  R  can then be obtained.
As discussed in section 4.4.2, the positive values of A generate the line of steepest 
descent. Single variable search plans could be applied to achieve an optim al A* for 
every iteration. Although optimised A* will lead to the fastest convergence, the process 
of A* optim isation itself involves considerable calculations. Based on this point, A with 
constant value will be applied in later optim isation.
W ith  known values of sheet thickness T (^ ,  constant step length A and descent 
direction s ^ ,  the new sheet thickness T*A:+1^ can be obtained by
rp (^ + l)  _  rp(t-) _  y g (k)
= T (A:) -  ARE 
o a
=  T (fc) -  —  R (t  -  t*) (5.10)
n
As A has no physical meaning but a scalar, the above equation could be simplified as
T (fc+i) _  t (A;) -  AR(t — t*) (5.11)
The following optim isation of gradient search will be implemented according to equa­
tion 5.11.
This process should be repeated until certain criterion requirem ent is satisfied.
5.3.2 S h ee t T h ick n ess  O p tim isa tio n  by G ra d ie n t S earch  M e th o d
The ABAQUS simulations involved in this section were based on the models of hem i­
spherical dome and flat pan, and their geometries and m aterial properties have been 
specified in section 3.4. In all these simulations, the autom atic loading pressure scheme 
was adopted.
(5.9)
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Figure 5-1: The formed dome thickness distribution, using 3.81 mm (0.15 in) thick 
sheet.
In these two models, the target component thickness t* was 2.54mm (0.1 inch). 
The sheet thicknesses, where the simulations started , were of constant thicknesses with 
which the volume of the sheet was same as the volume of the component with desired 
thickness. B etter initial thicknesses could be applied in practice to save the iteration 
tim e. However the goal of this section was to validate the m ethod itself. L ittle effort 
was expended in improving the initial sheet thickness.
H em isp h erica l D om e
The thickness optim isation of the hemispherical dome started  with a constant sheet 
thickness, 3.81 mm (0.15 in), which led a uneven thickness distribution of formed dome 
(figure 5-12). 15 iterations were repeated using the gradient search algorithm .
The criterion convergence of the dome model with a series values of the step length 
A using gradient search m ethod, is shown in figure 5-2 and 5-3. The curves in these 
two figures s ta rt at the same point where the criterion is 0.498 mm2. This is because 
the initial conditions were all the same.
In figure 5-2, the convergence tracks of the criterion with different A are sm ooth and
2 The unit of the legend in this figure is inch. And this is applicable to all following such kind of 
plots by ABAQUS/Post.
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Figure 5-2: Criterion convergences of hemispherical dome model by gradient search 
method with lower values of A.
Iteration time
Figure 5-3: Criterion convergence of hemispherical dome model by gradient search 
method with higher values of A.
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evenly distributed in the semi-logarithmetic coordinate, except the one with A =  0.25 
whose th ird  difference is not as big as the others. It is easy to find out in this figure 
th a t larger value of A leads to a faster criterion convergence. The best convergence 
track, which reaches 7.11 x 10~5 mm2 at the fifteenth iteration, is of A =  0.45.
However a different scene is presented in figure 5-3. The criterion convergences 
follow zigzag routes except the one of A =  0.45. The convergent speed decreases 
greatly when A increases. Also there is a big “back jum p” at the th irteen th  iteration 
when A =  0.55, which is not seen in the last figure. The best performance is with 
A =  0.45, although the final point of A =  0.5 is slightly lower than  th a t of A =  0.45.
The final optimised sheet thickness profiles, when A is 0.35, 0.40, 0.45 and 0.50, 
are displayed in figure 5-4. Their correspondent formed dome thickness profiles are 
exhibited in figure 5-5. The optimised sheet thickness profiles in figure 5-4 are so alike 
th a t they almost coincide to each other. These profiles s ta rt from about 4.52mm at 
the central point, node 1, and gradually decrease to about 3.13mm at the edge. There 
are a convex shape near the central and a concave shape near the edge, due to the 
boundary conditions applied on both centre and edge nodes. Good consistency is also 
seen in figure 5-5 where all the dome thickness profiles overlap to each other. All these 
profiles are located in a small band 2.54 ±  0.02mm. Relatively large fluctuations exist 
around both  the central and edge points, as a result of the odd sheet thicknesses in 
these area.
Figure 5-6 shows the dome thickness distribution using optimised sheet thickness 
profile after 15 gradient search iterations (A =  0.45).
Figure 5-7 shows how the sheet thickness profile was optimised within the 15 gra­
dient search iterations (A =  0.45). And the correspondent convergence of the dome 
thickness profile within the 15 gradient search iterations, is shown in figure 5-8. It can 
be seen th a t there were significant fluctuations in the first several iterations in both  of 
the figures, and no large variation occured afterwards.
F lat P an
Pan shape is relative complex, comparing with the shape of dome. Its thickness opti­
m isation s ta rted  with a constant sheet thickness, 5.08 mm (0.2 inch). Figure 5-9 shows 
the formed pan thickness distribution using this constant thickness. Fifteen iterations
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Figure 5-4: The final optimised sheet thickness profiles of hemispherical dome after 
15 iterations using gradient search method, when A = 0.35. 0.40. 0.45 and 0.50.
1 2 . 4
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Figure 5-5: The formed dome thickness profiles using the optimised sheet thickness 
profiles in figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-G: Dome thickness distribution using optimised sheet thickness profile after 
15 gradient search iterations (A = 0.45).
Node number Iteration time
Figure 5-7: The variation of dome sheet thickness profile within 15 iterations using 
gradient search method (A = 0.45).
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Figure 5-8: The convergence of dome cross-section thickness profile within 15 itera­
tions using gradient search method (A = 0.45).
were then  performed using gradient search algorithm .
Figure 5-10 and  5-11 show the the criterion convergences of pan model by a set of 
step  length A. All the curves s ta rt at the same point where the criterion is 1.57 m m 2.
In figure 5-10, the convergence speed increases while A increases. The four curves 
are generally sm ooth. The best convergence is made by A =  0.2 a t the fifteenth iteration 
where the criterion is 1.403 x 10~3 m m 2.
However in figure 5-11, the curves are disordered and zigzag, except th a t of A =  0.2. 
No convergence is achieved when A =  0.35 and 0.4. Convergences are achieved in the 
first 6 iterations, when A =  0.25, 0.30, bu t no further drop of the curves in the rest 
iterations. The best performance in this figure is done by A =  0.2 whose convergence 
curve is steep and smooth.
The optim ised sheet thickness profiles and their correspondent formed pan thickness 
profiles are exhibited in figure 5-12 and 5-13 respectively3.
The sheet thickness curves in figure 5-12 are similar to each other. They s ta rt from 
about 5.6mm at node 1, and remain in the range of 5.7 ~  6.0mm in the first 10 nodes.
3 Because the criterion convergence of A = 0.25 reaches its trough at the tenth iteration within the 15 
iterations, the sheet thickness profile of the tenth iteration and its correspondent formed pan thickness 
will be considered as the optimised ones.
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Figure 5-9: Pan thickness distribution, using 5.08 nun thick sheet.
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Figure 5-10: Criterion convergences of flat pan model by gradient search method with 
lower values of A.
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Iteration times
Figure 5-11: Criterion convergence of flat pan model by gradient search method with 
higher values of A.
-+ IU0.15 (the 15th iteration)
-o X=0 .20 (the 15th iteration)
-* ^.=0.25 (the 10th iteration)
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Figure 5-12: The final optimised sheet thickness profiles of flat pan using gradient 
search method, when A = 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25.
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Figure 5-13: The formed dome thickness profiles using the optimised sheet thickness 
profiles in figure 5-12.
Then from node 10, the profiles drop down almost linearly to 3mm at node 22 and 
jum p u p  to  3.7mm a t  n o d e  23. By in tu itiv e  o b se rv a tio n , i t  c a n  b e  seen  t h a t  th e  p ro files 
of A =  0.15, 0.2 are quite consistent, whereas the curve of A =  0.25 is lower th an  the 
o ther two before node 13, and higher in the rest of the nodes.
The formed pan thickness profiles in figure 5-13, when A =  0.2 and 0.25, are quite 
close because of the similarity of their sheet thickness profiles in figure 5-12. These two 
curves scatter in a  narrow band 2.47 ~  2.55 mm, except a t node 23. However the pan 
thickness profile of A =  0.25 inherits the feature of its sheet profile, and is lower than  
the other two before node 13 and higher in the rest part. Its d istribution interval is as 
large as 2.29 ~  2.74 mm.
The pan thickness distribution, using the optim ised sheet thickness profile by gra­
dient search m ethod (A =  0.2), is displayed in figure 5-14.
The optim isation of sheet thickness and the convergence of its correspondent pan 
thickness profile within 15 gradient search iterations (A =  0.2) are exhibited in figure 5- 
15 and 5-16 respectively.
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Figure 5-14: Pan thickness distribution using optimised sheet thickness profile by 15 
gradient search iterations (A = 0.2).
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Figure 5-15: The changes of pan sheet thickness profile within 15 iterations using 
gradient search method (A = 0.2).
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Figure 5-1G: The convergence of pan cross-section thickness profile within 15 iterations
using gradient search method (A = 0.2).
5.3.3 S u m m ary
Some useful hints can be drawn from the sheet thickness optim isation of both  dome 
and pan shapes using gradient search m ethod.
Firstly, the gradient search m ethod is a feasible m ethod in the sheet thickness opti­
m isation of SPF. Reasonable good convergences can be achieved by applying different 
values of A for different cases. Normally the convergence curves exhibit a shallow con­
cave shape which means th a t the convergence speed decreases slightly while iteration 
tim e increases.
Secondly, the step length A plays an im portant role in gradient search. An optim al 
constant A*, which leads to a steepest smooth convergence track, exists. W hen A <  A*, 
larger values of A lead to faster convergences and the convergence curves are generally 
smooth; whereas faster convergences can be obtained by smaller A when A >  A*, but 
oscillatory convergent lines become typical. Also for a simple shape model like the 
hemispherical dome, A* is large than  the one of a complex shape like flat pan. A* 
values in these two cases are less than  1.
Finally, com putational efficiency4 is brought on the focus. For a single ABAQUS
4Tlie calculation of the com putational efficiency is based on the com puter model SiliconGraphics
R8000.
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execution of dome and pan models which both contained 23 nodes, the com putation 
tim es were about 30 seconds and 55 seconds respectively. For each gradient search 
iteration, there were 23 +  1 ABAQUS executions which took about 12 and 22 m inutes 
for the dome and pan respectively. Therefore for 15 iterations, the to tal times used for 
the dome and pan were about 3 hours, and 5.5 hours respectively. However if gradient 
search is employed in the thickness optim isation of the 3-D box model which contains 
759 nodes, 15 gradient search iterations will take about 2.3 years, which is obviously 
im practical.
5.4  P ro p o r t io n a l  C o n tro l M e th o d
The proportional control m ethod has been specially designed for the purpose of SPF 
sheet thickness optim isation.
From the intuition of the observation of the SPF process and the simulation process, 
it is easy to find out th a t, for the point whose component thickness value is less than  
the required one, it would be preferable to have a thicker sheet thickness a t th a t point; 
on the other hand, a th inner sheet thickness is preferred at the point which has a higher 
component thickness value. Proportional control m ethod is developed based on this 
consideration.
5.4.1 Im plem entation  o f Proportional Control M eth od
The substance of proportional control m ethod is to correct the sheet thickness of the 
zth node using a proportion of the error occured a t this node, which is the difference 
between the component thickness t7; and the target component thickness t*. A lthough 
this change of sheet thickness will, more or less, lead to the variations of com ponent 
thicknesses a t other nodes, the ith  node will take the most of the advantage.
Suppose there are n nodes in a finite element model. The proportional control takes 
the form which is, for the i th  node:
2 f +1> =  i f ) _  pei (5.12)
where Tj is the ith  node sheet thickness, k is the iteration tim e, p is proportion control 
param eter, e7; is the difference between the ith  node component thickness t7 and the 
target component thickness t*, th a t is e7; =  t7; — t*. If t 7; > t*, T- k+l  ^ will be less than
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its previous value by equation 5.12. Conversely, T ^ +1* will be larger th an  T -k\  if 
U < t*.
From equation 5.12, we can see th a t the proportional control gives the feedback to 
a node directly for the error occuring at th a t node. Also it is worth noting th a t, from 
the physical intuition, obviously p is a non-negative number.
5.4.2 S h ee t  T h ickness  O p tim isa t io n  by  P r o p o r t io n a l  C o n tro l  M e th o d
The models involved in this section include hemispherical dome, fiat pan and 3-D box, 
whose geometries and m aterial properties have been specified in section 3.4. The first 
two models have been adopted in section 5.3.2. Autom atic loading pressure scheme is 
once again used in all the simulations. The target component thickness of hemispherical 
dome and flat pan is 2.54mm (0.1 inch), and the one of 3-D box is 1.778mm (0.07 inch).
H em ispherical Dome
The thickness optim isation of the hemispherical dome still s ta rted  with the constant 
sheet thickness 3.81mm (0.15 inch). Its correspondent formed dome thickness d istribu­
tion has been shown in figure 5-1. The to tal iteration time is 15.
Figure 5-17 and 5-18 show the criterion convergences of dome model by a set of 
proportional control param eter p.
■O p=0.6
x-------x p=0.7
p=0.8
p=0.9
by GS (X=0.45)
Iteration time
Figure 5-17: Criterion convergences of hemispherical dome model by proportional 
control method with lower values of p.
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Figure 5-18: Criterion convergences of hemispherical dome model by proportional 
control method with higher values of p.
The convergence curves in these two figures are generally smooth and evenly dis­
tribu ted  in the semi-logarithmetic coordinates. In figure 5-17 criterion convergent speed 
increases when p value rises. All the curves appear to be shallow concave shape which 
indicates th a t the convergent speeds slightly deceased while the criterion was converg­
ing. However, for p = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, further convergence almost stopped when the 
criterion reached the area 1.5 x 10“ ' ~  3.2 x 10-7 m m 2. The reason is th a t the crite­
rion is so small th a t , w ithin the numerical stability of the algorithm  used, it is regarded 
as zero. The smallest value of criterion, 1.25 x 10“ 7 m m 2, in this figure was achieved 
by p = 0.9 in the fifteenth iteration.
The convergent tracks appear to be straight lines in figure 5-18 except those of 
p =  0.9. Even distribution can also be seen in this figure. The convergent speed 
decreased when p value increased. It is worth noting th a t the convergent line of p — 1.5 
is extrem ely flat and the line of p =  1.6 is, even slightly increasing upwards. These 
indicate th a t excessively large values of p can lead to extensive fluctuation of nodal 
thicknesses so th a t there is no criterion reduction achieved. Ju st like the figure 5- 
17, little convergence was achieved when the criterion reached the area 1.5 x 10“ ' ~  
3.2 x 10“ 7 m m 2. Although the lowest criterion value, 1.08 x 10“ 7 m m 2, was obtained 
in the fifteenth iteration when p — 1.1, the best overall performance was acquired by 
p =  0.9 so far as concerns convergent speed. The criterion convergent curve by gradient
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Figure 5-19: The final optimised sheet thickness profiles of hemispherical dome after
15 iterations using proportional control method, when p = 0.35. 0.40. 0.45 and 0.50.
search (A =  0.45) is displayed for contrast.
The final optimised sheet thickness profiles, w ith p =  0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1, 
are exhibited in figure 5-19, where the optimised sheet thickness profile using gradient 
search m ethod is also displayed for the sake of contrast. All the solid lines coincide 
with each other so close th a t it seems only one curve appearing in the plot. They s ta rt 
a t the dome centre with thickness 4.68mm and gradually go down to 2.93mm at dome 
edge. The dotted  profile by gradient search is consistent with solid lines except a t the 
beginning and end.
Overlaps of solid lines are also seen in figure 5-20 where the formed dome thickness 
profiles, using the optimised sheet thicknesses in figure 5-19, are shown. All the solid 
profiles exactly locate on the line where thickness is 2.54mm, and are quite flat in the 
first 12 nodes whereas slight waves appearing in the rest of the nodes. Further more all 
the solid lines d istribute in a very narrow band, 2.54±0.001m m . The large fluctuations 
of the dotted  dome thickness profile generated by gradient search is due to the vertical 
axis being finely scaled.
The dome thickness distribution, using the optimised sheet thickness profile by 
proportional control m ethod, is displayed in figure 5-21.
Figure 5-22 shows how the sheet thickness profile was optimised w ithin the 15 pro-
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Figure 5-20: The formed dome thickness profiles using the optimised sheet thickness 
profiles in figure 5-19.
Figure 5-21: Dome thickness distribution using optimised sheet thickness profile by 
15 proportional control iterations ( p  = 0.9).
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Figure 5-22: The changes of dome sheet thickness profile within 15 iterations using 
proportional control method (p = 0.9).
portional control iterations, when p = 0.9. And the convergence of the dome thickness 
profile w ith in the 15 proportional control iterations, is also shown in figure 5-23. In  
these two figures large fluctuations only occured a t the first couple of iterations.
Flat Pan
The thickness optim isation of flat pan commences with the sheet thickness 5.04 mm 
(0.2 in), and the correspondent formed pan thickness d istribution has been shown in 
figure 5-9. The total iteration time applied was 20 instead of 15.
The criterion convergences of the flat pan by a series values of proportional control 
param eter p are exhibited in figure 5-24 and 5-25.
The convergence speed slightly decreased when p  decreased in figure 5-24 in which 
p <  0.8. The convergent curves are not as sm ooth as those of the hemispherical dome, 
especially in the first 10 iterations. Significant convergences stopped when the criterion 
was less than  1 x 10-G m m 2. The shallow concave shapes of these curves indicate th a t 
the convergent speed slightly decreased while the iteration tim e was increasing. On the 
other hand straight lines emerge again in figure 5-25 in which p > 0.8. The shape of 
the tracks of p = 0.8, 0.9 are zigzag in the first 10 iterations, b u t the other two are not. 
Also there was little further criterion convergence achieved after the criterion arrived
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Figure 5-23: The convergence of dome cross-section thickness profile within 15 itera­
tions using proportional control method (p = 0.9).
at 1 x 10c mm2. The criterion convergent curve by gradient search (A = 0.2) is plotted 
as dotted line for comparison.
Figure 5-26 shows the final optimised sheet thickness profiles, when p — 0.5, 0.6, 
0.7, 0.8 and 0.9. The solid lines, just like those of the dome, coincide with each other. 
They start from thickness 5.86mm at node 1, slightly go up to 6.02mm at node 7, and 
then gradually come down to 3.25 at the end node. Form the dotted line which is the 
optimised sheet thickness profile by gradient search (A = 0.2), one can see that the 
optimised sheet thickness profiles by proportional control and gradient search are close. 
However, relatively large differences exist in both central and edge areas.
In figure 5-27, the solid lines represent the formed pan cross-section thickness pro­
files, and locate exactly on the line of 2.54mm which was the target value. These profiles 
are very flat in the first 10 nodes whereas there are slight waves on the rest nodes. The 
distribution of the pan thicknesses scatter in a pretty small region, 2.54 ±  0.023 mm. 
The fluctuating dotted line represents the dome thickness profile using the optimised 
sheet thickness by gradient search (A = 0.2), and it distributes in a much wider range.
The pan thickness distribution, using the optimised sheet thickness profile by pro­
portional control method, is displayed in figure 5-28.
Figure 5-29 shows how the sheet thickness profile of pan was optimised from original
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Figure 5-24: Criterion convergences of flat pan model by proportional control method 
with lower values of p.
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Figure 5-25: Criterion convergences of flat pan model by proportional control method 
with higher values of p.
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Figure 5-2G: The final optimised sheet thickness profiles of flat pan after 20 iterations 
using proportional control method, when p =  0.5. O.C. 0.7. 0.8 and 0.9.
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Figure 5-27: The formed pan thickness profiles using the optimised sheet thickness 
profiles in figure 5-2C.
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Figure 5-28: Pan thickness distribution using optimised sheet thickness profile by 15 
proportional control iterations (p = 0.9).
constant shape to the final optimised one within the 20 proportional control iterations. 
And the convergence of the pan thickness profile within the 20 proportional control 
iterations, is also shown in figure 5-30. Large fluctuations occured in the first several 
iterations in both  of the two figures, and there was no significant change in the following 
iterations.
3-D box
This 3-D box is more like a practical application. The thickness optim isation of the 
3-D box sta rted  with constant thickness 3.175 mm (0.125 in) and aimed at the target 
component thickness 1.778 mm (0.07 in). The proportional control algorithm  was 
repeated for 15 tim es which took about 24 hours. The thickness distribution of a 
quarter of formed box using 3.175 mm thick sheet is displayed in figure 5-31.
The criterion convergence of the 3-D box by a set of values of proportional control 
param eter p are displayed in figure 5-32 where the same scene as those in the criterion 
convergent plottings of the dome and pan are presented again. The fastest convergence 
was achieved with p = 0.8. When p > 0.8, the convergent speed (dotted lines) dropped 
quickly while p increased. On the other hand, decrease of p led to slight decline of
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F igure  5-29: The  changes o f pan sheet thickness pro file  w ith in  20 ite ra tions  using 
p ro p o rtio n a l con tro l m ethod (p =  0.8).
F igure  5-30: The  convergence o f pan cross-section thickness p ro file  w ith in  20 ite ra tio n s  
using p ro p o rtio n a l con tro l m ethod  (p =  0.8).
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Figure 5-31: 3-D box thickness distribution, using 3.175 mm (0.125 in) thick sheet.
criterion convergent speed when p < 0.8. The convergence of p = 0.7, 0.8 followed 
stra igh t tracks in the semi-logarithmetic coordinate, bu t further convergence stopped 
when the criterion arrived at 1 x 10~c m m 2, whereas concave convergent curves became 
typical when p = 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1.
The formed box thickness, in figure 5-33, using the optimised sheet thickness profile 
(p = 0.8) is very close to constant as all the nodal thicknesses are located in a narrow 
band 1.778 ±  0.00254 mm. The final optimised sheet thickness profile of the 3-D box is 
p lo tted  in figure 5-34.
5.4.3 Sum m ary
Good thickness optim isation performances in SPF are achieved by the proposed propor­
tional control m ethod in the models of hemispherical dome, flat pan and 3-D box. The 
proportional control param eter p is of the utm ost im portant for the criterion conver­
gence speed. There exists an optim al value of p* which can lead to the fastest criterion 
convergence for each particular model. W hen p < p*, the convergent speed decreases 
slowly while p is declining. Conversely, when p > p*, the convergent speed decreases 
quickly while p is increasing. The optim al p* of the dome, pan and box are 0.9, 0.8 
and 0.8 respectively, and these values are close. Further more there is a particular p*
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Figure 5-32: Criterion convergences of 3-D box model by proportional control method.
Figure 5-33: 3-D box thickness distribution using the optimised thickness profile ob­
tained after 15 proportional control iterations (p  =  0.8).
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Figure 5-34: A quarter of final optimised sheet thickness profile of 3-D box after 15 
proportional control iterations (p = 0.8). The node in (1, 1) is correspondent to the 
central node of the box.
for each case, good criterion, convergence can be obtained when p is between 0.5 to 0.9, 
and this indicates th a t applicable area of p is wide.
Most of the optimised sheet thickness profiles and their correspondent formed com­
ponent thickness profiles are so close to each other in these three models, th a t only one 
curve appears on the plot. Their difference can hardly be seen w ithout fine-scaled axes.
Generally there are no significant “jum p” appearing on the convergent curves. How­
ever further convergence becomes very slow once the criterion arrives to a certain small 
value, normally between 10~6 ~  10~7 m m 2 for these three models.
Economic com putations can be achieved by applying proportional control m ethod. 
15 iterations of dome model and 20 iterations of pan model took about 7.5 m inutes and 
18 m inutes respectively. The model of 3-D box took about 24 hours for 15 runnings. 
However the criterion converged to excessive small values in these three models. Accept­
able results may come out even after several iterations depending on the requirem ent 
of the accuracy. Therefore com putational time could be further cut down.
C h a p te r  6
E x p e rim e n ta l W orks
This chapter dem onstrates the experiments involved in th is project. The purpose of 
these experim ents is to validate the simulations of ABAQUS and the optim isation of 
the sheet thickness of SPF. This was achieved by the development of a dome blowing 
rig used to superplastically deform Sn-Pb sheets. The nature of the m aterial allowed 
deform ation to take place a t tem peratures just above room tem perature. This greatly 
simplified the experiments. In addition hot water under mains pressure was sufficient 
to form the domes.
6.1 M ateria l
The superplasticity of Sn-Pb alloys has been widely studied [70, 71, 72] in the past 
twenty years. Unlike alum inium  and titanium  alloys, Sn-Pb alloy exhibits good super­
plasticity even at the room tem perature. This m aterial characteristic minimises the 
costs of experim ental facilities over A l/T i alloys which require high forming tem pera­
tures.
6.1.1 M aterial P roperties
Sn-Pb eutectic alloy, which was used in the experiments, is vacuum extruded as a bar 
shape and is prim arily used as solder. The composition of the eutectic Sn-Pb alloy bar 
(lkg) provided by the supplier 1 is listed in table 6.1. The properties provided by the 
supplier is listed in table 6.2
f lie se  eutectic Sn-Pb bars were sold by MULTICORE SOLDERS (AUSTRALIA) PTY. LTD.
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E lem en t P erc en tag e  (B /N  
0203) (% )
AS1834.1 (% ) B S219 (% )
T in 63.000 62.64 63.64
S ilver 0.0010 - -
A rsen ic 0.0080 0 .03m ax 0 .03m ax
B ism u th 0.0030 O.lOm ax O.lOm ax
C a d m iu m 0.0002 0 .005m ax 0 .005m ax
C o p p e r 0.0020 0 .08m ax 0 .08m ax
Iro n 0.0020 0 .02m ax 0 .02m ax
Nickel 0.0010 - -
A n tim o n y 0.0060 0 .20m ax 0 .20m ax
Zinc 0.0002 0 .003m ax 0 .003m ax
A lu m in iu m 0.0005 O.OOlmax O.OOlmax
L ead re m a in d e r re m a in d e r re m a in d e r
Table 6.1: A typical analysis of Sn-Pb eutectic alloy (1kg bar) with comparison to the 
Australian Standard for solder AS1834.1 and the British Standard BS219.
M ate ria l p ro p e rty V alue
Solidus te m p e ra tu re  ( ° C ) 183
L iq u id u s te m p e ra tu re  (°C ) 183
D en sity  (g /cc ) 8.4
U ltim a te  ten sile  s tre n g th  (M P a) 67
Table 6.2: Material properties of eutectic Sn-Pb alloy (1kg bar).
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M aterial property Value
Young’s modulus E  (MPa) 10
Poisson’s ratio v 0.34
coefficient A  (MPa) 50
Table G.3: Estimated material properties of eutectic Sn-Pb alloy.
However there is very little information available for other properties, such as 
Young’s m odulus E , Poisson’s ratio z/, strain  rate sensitivity m, the coefficient A  in 
equation 3.16 and the friction coefficient ii of Sn-Pb and perspex surface interaction. 
These properties are required in ABAQUS simulations.
ABAQUS simulations have been run with different values of Young’s m odulus E , 
Poisson’s ratio  u and the coefficient A  covering the possible forming domains. These 
changes led to little difference in the dome section thickness profiles. This indicates 
th a t reasonable estim ations of these properties are acceptable in the sim ulation of the 
experim ent model. Values for these properties are defined in table 6.3.
Significant changes of dome section thickness profiles, however, do exist while the 
strain  rate  sensitivity m  and the friction coefficient /i are varying. These two properties 
will be selected by m atching simulation results to the results from pilot experiments 
carried out.
6.1.2 M aterial Preparation  and Tensile Test
Six Sn-Pb eutectic alloy ingots were prepared by m elting 1kg bars in air at above 200°C, 
air-casting into a heated alum inium  mould with dimensions 110 x 110mm, and then 
air-cooling down to room tem perature. The thicknesses of these ingots were about 
10mm.
These ingots were then rolled into 2 ±  0.02mm thick sheets. Table 6.4 shows the 
thickness reductions of each ingot in the rolling process.
Figure 6-1 shows the rolled sheet m icrostructure. It can be seen clearly from the 
picture th a t there are two phases, lighter phase and darker phase which are lead-rich 
and tin-rich respectively. The grain size is approxim ately 5/mi which is in keeping with 
the requirem ent of superplastic m aterial.
In order to verify the superplasticity of the Sn-Pb alloy prepared, a series of tensile
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No. of rolling tim e Ingot 1 Ingot 2 Ingot 3 Ingot 4 Ingot 5 Ingot 6
1 8.30 9.20 10.15 9.40 9.60 9.80
2 7.75 8.60 9.60 9.00 8.10 9.10
3 7.25 8.10 9.00 8.30 7.40 8.40
4 6.75 7.70 8.30 7.70 6.80 7.80
5 6.25 7.20 7.60 7.00 6.10 7.10
6 5.75 6.70 7.10 6.30 5.40 6.40
7 5.27 6.20 6.60 5.60 4.70 5.70
8 4.75 5.70 6.00 4.90 4.00 5.00
9 4.30 5.20 5.50 4.20 3.30 4.30
10 3.80 4.70 5.00 3.50 2.60 3.60
11 3.30 4.20 4.50 2.80 2.00 3.00
12 2.65 3.70 4.00 2.30 2.50
13 2.00 3.20 3.50 2.00 2.00
14 2.60 3.00
15 2.00 2.50
16 2.00
Table G.4: The thickness reductions of ingots in the rolling process.
Figure 6-1: The microstructure of rolled sheet. The darker phase is tin-rich.
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Figure 6-2: Sn-Pb eutectic alloy tensile test specimen (2 mm thick).
test was conducted before the dome forming. The dimension of the undeformed test 
specimen is shown in figure 6-2. Three specimens which were deformed at different 
conditions are shown in figure 6-3. The specimen in figure 6-2(b) experienced both day 
tim e and night conditions in an environment w ithout air conditioning so th a t the test 
tem peratu re  was scattered over a relatively wide range. The specimen in figure 6-2(c) 
was heated by a 100 w atts table lamp while testing. However the tem perature varied 
over the specimen length because of the variation in distance from the m aterial to the 
bulb. From these photos one can see th a t the tem perature and strain  rate  played the 
im portan t roles in superplastic forming.
6.2 E x p e r i m e n t  S e t -u p
6.2.1 G eom etry M odel of Form ing D ie and Form ing Sheet
The geometry of the forming die is similar to the hemispherical dome adopted in the 
ABAQUS simulation in the last chapter bu t smaller. Figure 6-4 dem onstrates the 
geometric shape of the forming die. The radius of the dome is 40mm with 8mm fillet 
radius.
The blank sheet was 120mm square with 2 ±  0.02mm constant thickness, and 5mm 
square grid was drawn on the surface for intuitive observation. In the case where 
constant final component thickness was required, surface milling by CNC machine was 
employed to achieve the optimised sheet thickness profile. Clamping was applied a t the 
concentric circle whose radius was 55mm.
Half of the sheet was modelled by 23 nodes with equal intervals in ABAQUS sim­
ulation. Node 1 was the centre of the sheet and node 23 was the clamping point. The 
m aterial outside of the clamping point was om itted as no stress occured in th a t part
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Figure G-3: Three deformed Sn-Pb eutectic alloy specimens, (a) Formed with
crosshead speed GOmm/hour at about \&°C to an elongation of 187%. (b) Formed 
with crosshead speed 12mm/hour at 11 ~ 18°C to an elongation of 443%. (c) Formed 
with crosshead speed 5mm/hour at 29 ~ 35°C to an elongation of G02f%.
R8 mm R40 mm
Figure G-4: The geometric shape of the forming die.
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during the forming process.
6.2.2 E x p e r im e n ta l  R ig  a n d  E x p e r im e n t  P r o c e d u r e
The experim ental rig set includes three parts, the water tem perature control circuit, 
the forming pressure control circuit and the pressure forming die set (figure 6-5).
The function of part I is to control the water tem perature a t which the forming is 
conducted. Cold mains water flow comes into part I a t point A with the main pressure 
P 0 which is up to 1000 kPa. Part of the main water flow goes into the hot water 
heater where the water is heated up to 82°C', and then goes through internal tube of 
the concentric tube-in-tube heat exchanger. The other part of the m ain water flows 
through the external tube of the heat exchanger in from the counter direction. The hot 
water is then cooled down in the heat exchanger. The cold water flow in the external 
tube is adjusted by needle valve 1, so th a t the tem perature of the hot water can be 
set to a stable value in a certain range. Trivial heat loss does occur while hot water 
is flowing through part II and part III. However this loss will not lead to much of a 
difference of the forming process. I t  is worth noting th a t the  tem peratu re  m easuring 
point is a t the end of one of the outlet hoses of part II as shown in the figure 6-5. 
Because this point is nearly immediately after the form die set, its tem perature can be 
regarded as the forming tem perature.
P art II is used to control the forming pressure applied to the sheet. There are two 
routes where the hot water can flow though, one is through part III and the other is 
through needle valve 3. M oderate water flow is required to go through part III. This 
is because less water flow will not keep the sheet a t the desired tem perature, on the 
other hand over flow is a waste of water resource. Desired pressure P i can be achieved 
by adjusting needle valve 3, and the value of P\ can be read from the pressure gauge.
P art III is the pressure forming die set where the sheet is formed into the configura­
tion of the domed die. Figure 6-6 shows the details of the part III, including inlet and 
outlet connection, pressure head, forming sheet, domed mould cavity, depth  probe and 
bolts and nuts. The alum inium  pressure head is connected to the domed mould cavity 
block by eight sets of M10 bolt and nut, and the forming sheet is clam ped in between. 
There are three ring-shape teeth on the down side of the pressure head. W hen the nuts 
are tighten up, these tee th  will “bite” into the Sn-Pb sheet which is much softer than
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Concentric tube-in-tube heat
exchanger (counter-flow) Needle valve 1 Ball valve 1
Needle valve 2 Ball valve 2 Hot water heater Thermometer
Pressure gauge Bail valve 3 Needle valve 3
Ball valve 4
Cold water
Hot water
Figure 6-5: Schematic diagram of experimental rig set. Part I is the water tem perature 
control circuit, part II is the forming pressure control circuit, and part III is the 
pressure forming die set.
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Figure G-G: The detail of pressure forming die set.
alum inium . There are two purposes for these teeth: first the teeth  will hold the sheet 
in place, and this is equivalent to the boundary condition applied in FEA model in 
ABAQUS; the second use is to seal up the chamber enclosed by the pressure head and 
the forming sheet. The domed mould cavity is made of perspex block. Its surface is 
polished so th a t the forming process can be observed through the block. There is a < f) 1 
m m  bleeding hole a t the centre of the cavity. A depth  probe is inserted into th is hole 
to m easure the deflection of the sheet.
Two procedures, rig pre-heating and sheet forming, are followed in the forming 
process.
Although it is widely accepted th a t Sn-Pb exhibits superplasticity a t room  tem-
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pera tu re , be tte r and quicker forming process can be expected by applying higher tem ­
pera tu re  in this experiment. Limited by the condition of the hot water heater, the 
tem peratu res applied in the experiments are between 70 ~  75°C. This tem perature 
range is higher than  room tem perature ranging from 20°C to 30°C. So pre-heating rig 
has to be done in order to m aintain the forming conditions steady. At the beginning 
of a experim ent, needle valve 1 and ball valve 1 are kept close. Then m oderate hot 
w ater flowing through the part II and III of the rig is obtained by adjusting needle 
valve 2, while all the other valves in the hot water route are opened. There is no sig­
nificant pressure in the forming die set at this stage. W hen the tem perature reading is 
approaching to the required tem perature, ball valve 1 is fully opened and needle valve 
1 is adjusted  until the tem perature just stays in the desired scale.
After pre-heating the rig set, ball valve 4 is set to be half open, whereas needle valve 2 
is fully opened. Then needle valve 3 is tuned downward until back pressure accum ulated 
in the part III reaches the required value. Hence the sheet is in the required forming 
conditions. Slight drifts of tem perature and pressure can be corrected by tuning up 
needle valve 1 and 3 respectively. The sheet is slovdy inflated into the configuration of 
the forming die by pressured water. This process lasted from 20 m inutes up to two and 
half hours, depending on the pressure, the tem perature and the sheet thickness profile. 
The air in the chamber enclosed by the sheet and the domed cavity is bled off through 
the bleeding hole during forming. The deformation of the centre point of the sheet can 
be m easured by inserting a depth probe into the bleeding hole. The completion of the 
forming process can be determined by either the depth  of the probe or observation.
To term inate  the forming process, ball valve 1 and 2 are turned  off. It is preferable 
to store the formed dome shape component in a  cool environment to avoid further 
significant creep deformation.
The physical experimental rig set, including the pressure forming die set and the 
pressure control circuit, can be seen in figure 6-7.
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Figure G-7: The disassembled pressure forming die set with a formed dome and the 
pressure control circuit set.
6.3 E x p e r im e n ts  a n d  R e su lts
6.3.1 P ilo t E xperim ents
The pilot experiments were conducted before the formal experim ents s ta rt. Figure 6-8 
shows four dome height increment curves with respect to tim e. All these four curves 
have similar trends despite of the different forming conditions. The dome height in­
creased very fast at the beginning because of the high stress occuring a t th is stage. 
Then a much slower speed of the dome height increment was used until the dome was 
about 27 mm high. Finally the speed increased slightly and rem ained till the end of the 
process. From this figure we can see th a t higher pressure and higher tem pera tu re  accel­
erate the forming process. Based on these pilot experim ents, tem perature  72 ~  74°C 
and pressure 300 kPa were chosen as the typical forming conditions for the following 
experim ents.
Figure 6-9 shows a formed dome. The smoothness of the formed domes was similar, 
except the one formed at 62°C and 150 kPa which had obvious surface imperfections.
6.3.2 Form al E xperim ents
There were two kinds of sheet thickness profile involved in the formal experim ents, 2 
mm constant thickness and the optimised thickness by which 1 mm constant dome
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-o 74 degrees C, 200 kPa 
-y 74 degrees C, 150 kPa 
■+ 62 degrees C, 150 kPa
150
time (min)
Figure 6-8: Dome height increment with respect to time. The initial sheet thicknesses 
are 2 mm.
Figure 6-9: A whole formed dome.
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Figure GTO: A dome cut by EDM.
thickness was expected.
Because the Sn-Pb alloy sheet is too soft to undertake the clamping force, it was 
glued onto a flat alum inium  block which was held on the work bench of the CNC 
machine in the surface milling process. Iced coolant was used to reduce the tem perature 
of the sheet in the milling process. After being milled, the glue holding the sheet was 
dissolved by acetone. Hence the optimised sheet thickness profile could be achieved.
In order to measure final thickness, it is necessary to cut up the domes along or­
thogonal axes. To achieve a neat section across the dome, electro-discharge machining 
(EDM) was employed to cut a quarter of the formed dome off (figure 6-10). The two 
half cross-sections of the one-quarter piece were m easured by a sliding calliper a t the 
points w ith 5 mm arc length intervals from the dome centre. The cross-section thick­
ness profile of a dome was then plotted using the average value of the two sections.
F orm ings w ith  C on stan t Sh eet T h ick n ess
Three 2 mm thick sheets, 2A, 3A and 6C were formed under the conditions of tem per­
atu re  72 ~  74°C and pressure 300 kPa. Figure 6-11 shows these three dome section 
thickness profiles being formed. The horizontal coordinate is the arc length starting  
from the centre point of the dome, whereas the vertical coordinate is the thickness of 
the dome. These three profiles are compared well to each other except in the area
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Figure 6-11: Three dome section thickness profiles with initial sheet thickness 2 mm, 
temperature 72 ~  74°C and pressure 300 kPa.
Figure 6-12: The section photo of dome 3A.
around the centre point. This may be caused by the larger strain  in this area  which 
tends to lead local thinning. The average section thickness profile of the three domes 
is p lo tted  in a dotted  line, which is considered as the typical experim ental thickness 
profile (T = 2m m )2. The photo of a quarter of dome 3A is shown in figure 6-12.
An additional task of these pilot experiments is to find the proper values of the 
strain  rate  sensitivity m  and the friction coefficient fi. ABAQUS sim ulation results of 
dome thickness profiles (T = 2 mm) with different values of the strain  rate  sensitivity m  
and the friction coefficient /r are plotted in figure 6-13 and 6-14 respectively.
2The comparisons of the simulation and experiment in the later section will be conducted based on 
this profile, instead of the individual profiles.
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o  m=0.4 
-* m=0.5 
 ^ m=0.6 
■+ m=0.7 
- Experiment
Length from centre (mm)
Figure G-13: ABAQUS simulation of dome section thickness profile by various values 
of strain rate sensitivity m  while friction coefficient //. is 0.5.
o f=0
-  f=0.2 
-* f=0.5 
 ^ f=0.7 
■+ f=0.9
- Experiment
Length from centre (mm)
Figure G-14: ABAQUS simulation of dome section thickness profile by various values 
of friction coefficient //. while strain rate sensitivity ???. is 0.5.
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Figure 6-15: The comparison of dome thickness profiles by ABAQUS simulation and
experiments.
From figures 6-13 we can see th a t larger strain  rate  sensitivity m  leads to thicker 
thickness in the central and thinner around the edge, and the four profiles are dis­
tribu ted  evenly. After comparing these profiles with the experim ental one, m  = 0.5 
was chosen for the following ABAQUS simulations. In figure 6-14 we can observe th a t 
different small values up to 0.5 of friction coefficient p give quite different profiles, 
whereas the profiles of large p almost overlap to each other. Considering th a t 0.9 and 
0.7 are too large for the Sn-Pb alloy and the perspex, p = 0.5 was chosen as the friction 
coefficient.
W ith  the complete m aterial properties, ABAQUS sim ulation was performed again, 
and the result is plo tted  in figure 6-15 where the profile by experiments is presented 
as well. The centre point has exactly the same value for both  of the profiles. B ut at 
the area around the centre point, the simulation profile has higher values than  those of 
experim ents. However thinner simulation thickness exists near the dome fringe.
F orm ing tow ards a con stan t dom e th ick n ess profile
An optim ised sheet thickness profile, towards 1 mm constant dome thickness, was 
achieved by 50 iterations of the proportional control algorithm , w ith p = 0.8 and 
the initial constant sheet thickness 1.5mm. Half cross-sections of this optim ised sheet
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Figure 6-1C: The optimised sheet thickness profile using the proportional control 
algorithm and its corespondent dome thickness profile by ABAQUS.
thickness profile and its correspondent dome thickness profile by ABAQUS are shown 
in. figure 6-16.
The half cross-section of the sheet exhibits a sigmoidal shape thickness profile. The 
dome centre is the thickest point whose thickness is 1.94 mm, whereas the point 60 mm 
away from the centre is 1 mm thick which is consistent with the fact th a t there is no 
deform ation occuring at this point in the forming process. Also there is a  distinct convex 
shape in the sheet profile around 40mm. However good constant dome thickness profile 
is derived from this optimised sheet by ABAQUS simulation. The dome thickness 
is towards 1mm, and the biggest error —5.224 x 10_4mm occurs at 12.61 mm away 
from the centre. Such a little error can be treated  as zero in practice, and therefore 
“error-free” optimised sheet thickness profile by ABAQUS has been obtained.
Two 2 mm thick Sn-Pb alloy sheets, 2B and 4C, were milled by CNC machine using 
8 m m  ball-nose mill tool so th a t they were endowed with the optimised sheet thickness 
profile predicted by ABAQUS. The same forming conditions as previous experim ents, 
tem peratu re  72 ~  74°C and pressure 300 kPa , were then applied to these sheets, and 
the resu ltan t half dome cross-section thicknesses are exhibited in figure 6-17. These 
two profiles are consistent with each other. However slight differences occur at the 
central area and the edge. This is because the large deform ation in the central tended
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Figure G-17: Dome section thickness profiles with optimised sheet thickness profile, 
temperature 72 ~  74°C and pressure 300 kPa.
to lead to local thinning and the deformation by the clamping teeth at the edge was 
significant to  the sheet thickness which was only 1mm at the edge. The average of these 
two profiles is plotted by a solid line which will be regarded as the typical experim ental 
dome thickness profile using the optimised sheet thickness by ABAQUS simulations.
Generally the average profile in figure 6-17 is close to the target thickness 1mm. 
However there is a significant subsequent convex shape, where the thickness is up to 
15% larger than  required, existing around the area 55mm away from the dome centre. 
Less deform ation in the convex shape led to more deformations in the other parts so 
th a t the thicknesses around the central and the edge are less than  1mm. This may be 
caused by either the homogeneity in the m aterial properties or the numerical difficulties 
th a t ABAQUS had in simulating the SPF process.
To elim inate the influence of the undesired convex shape in the optim ised sheet 
thickness profile, this profile was modified m anually as shown in figure 6-18. Sheet IB  
was m achined into this profile and formed under the same conditions. Its dome cross- 
section thickness profile is displayed in figure 6-19 3. There was no significant convex
3 Due to the difficulty of the glue thickness control, unnegligible error. O.OSnnn thicker, of the milled 
sheet thickness occured. To compensate this undesired influence of the glue, the plotting of the dome 
thickness profile in this figure has been floated down 0.06mm.
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Figure G-IS: The modified optimised sheet thickness profile comparing with the orig­
inal profile.
and concave shapes in this profile. The largest error, 9%, occured at 45mm away from 
the dome centre. Section photos of dome 2B, 4C and IB are shown in figure 6-20.
6.4  D iscu ssio n
Dome formings are conducted by applying either constant sheet thickness of 2mm or 
the optim ised sheet thickness profile and its modified version, as well as tensile testing.
Tensile tests show the superplastic properties of Sn-Pb alloy have strong relation 
with stra in  rate  and tem perature. Elongations up to 602% are achieved under the 
conditions of the crosshead speed 5m m /hour and the tem perature 29 ~  35°C.
The dome forming with 2 mm thick sheet has shown a reasonable agreement with the 
ABAQUS sim ulations when applying 0.5 for both  the strain  rate  sensitivity m and the 
friction coefficient. Good agreement has also been achieved in the dome formings w ith 
the optim ised profile, especially with the modified optim ised profile. However errors 
between ABAQUS simulations and the experiments do occur. Quite a few factors, such 
as the estim ated m aterial propertied, numerical errors in the ABAQUS sim ulations, the 
im purities of the m aterial, the influence of mounting glue on the sheet thickness profile 
and so on, can contribute to this error.
These experim ent proved th a t the product thickness profile can be well controlled
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Figure G-19: The dome thickness profile by the modified optimised sheet thickness 
profile comparing with the profile by the original optimised sheet thickness profile.
by the optimisation of sheet thickness profile using FEA simulations.
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Figure C-20: The section photos of dome 2B. 4C and IB.
C h a p te r  7
C onclusion
7.1 S u m m a ry  o f C o n c lu sio n s
G rad ien t Search and P rop ortion a l C ontrol M eth od
Two optim isation m ethods, gradient search and proportional control, were adopted in 
the sheet thickness optim isation in SPF. Good optim isation criterion convergences can 
be achieved by both  of the m ethods. They share some common characteristics, as well 
as possess their own distinguishing features.
These two m ethods all have an uncertain param eter, A in gradient search and p in 
proportional control. There exist optimal constant values, A* and p*, which can lead 
to the fastest convergences.
For the convenience of further discussion, the regions A < A* and p < p* are defined 
as region I of A and p, and the region A > A* and p > p* as region II.
Decreases of A and p in region I, or increases in region II will all cause decline of 
convergent speed or even failure in convergence. However large fluctuations of conver­
gent speed occur in region II, and small fluctuations in region I, with respect to the 
changes of A and p. The convergent speed is more sensitive to the values of A and p in 
region II than  in region I. The reason may be th a t, while A and p are working in region 
II, excessive feedback leads to significant changes in sheet thicknesses so th a t dram atic 
variations occur in the consequent component thickness.
The optim al value of A* =  0.45 in the simple dome model is much higher than  
A* =  0.2 in pan model whose geometry is relatively complicated. This would imply a
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sensitivity to geometric shape. Much slower convergent speed can be obtained if A =  0.2 
is applied in dome model, whereas no convergence can be obtained when A =  0.45 in 
the model of pan. On the other hand, 0.9 and 0.8 are the values of p* for dome, pan and 
3-D box models, and they are quite close. Almost same good criterion convergence can 
be achieved if p = 0.8 is applied in dome model, and acceptable result will come out 
when p = 0.9 in the case of 3-D box. These indicate th a t values of A* in gradient search 
are completely different from model to model, and conversely different models can share 
one value of p  with the promise th a t a compatible result is achievable, although it is 
not the p* in some cases.
Significant difference also exists between the com putational efficiencies of gradient 
search and proportional control techniques. In the dome model, the gradient search 
m ethod spent 3 hours to obtain the final criterion at which proportional control arrived 
within 2 m inute, 1.1% of 3 hours. Nevertheless, promising optim isation was achieved 
w ithin 24 hours by proportional control on the model of 3-D box where years would be 
required if gradient search is applied.
It is w orth noting th a t there was only one solution for each model, where the sheet 
thickness profile tended to reach. This indicates th a t the assum ption of unim odality is 
valid.
The results and comparison of gradient search and proportional control m ethod 
indicate th a t, acceptable optimised sheet thickness profile can be obtained by both  of 
these m ethods. However the proportional control approach presented is easy to be 
im plem ented, and can yield a more accurate sheet profile within much less time. Its 
applicable area covers three dimensional models where gradient search will never reach 
in practice with current simulation times.
Tensile T esting and E xperim ents
The tensile testing shows th a t the superplastic property of Sn-Pb alloy has strong 
relation w ith strain  rate and tem perature applied, and exhibited good ductility in the 
tem peratu re  29 ~  35°C.
A dome model was adopted in the experiments by applying Sn-Pb alloy. Formings 
was conducted using both  2 mm sheet and the sheet with optimised profile towards 1 
mm dome thickness. Good agreements were achieved in both kinds of the experiments.
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No larger than  12% errors occured between the simulation and experim ent in the form­
ings with 2 mm sheet. However the largest error occured in the formings of optimised 
sheet profile was 15%. By using slightly modified optimised sheet thickness profile, the 
largest error reduced to 9%.
W hilst the aims of the project have been m et, the results obtained were prone to 
three basic sources of error. F irst, due to lack of proved m aterial properties needed in 
the ABAQUS simulations, some of the m aterial properties were estim ated by curve- 
fittings with the simulation results. Secondly numerical difficulty in ABAQUS itself 
brought a certain am ount of error. Finally, limited by the m anufacturing technology 
applied, small but non-negligible error remained in the thickness profile.
7.2 R ecom m en d ation s
As a continuation of the research presented in this thesis, the following work or im­
provement could be the basis for possible future work.
Experim ents on more complicated geometric models, for instance a 3-D box, are de­
sirable in order to access the applicability of the optim isation strategies used, especially 
the proportional control m ethod, to more general applications.
A CNC machine was employed to achieve the optimised thickness profile on the 
sheets. More economical technologies need to be investigated in order to obtain appli­
cation of the thickness control of initial sheet thickness for simple and complex parts.
As previously discussed, the com putational tim e could be reduced by applying a 
more reasonable estim ated initial sheet thickness where the optim isation starts . T here­
fore strategies on the estim ation of initial sheet thickness are worth investigating.
Further more, the proportional control strategy could be employed in the execution 
of FEA. The current situation is th a t no interm ediate information is available, unless 
ABAQUS execution is completed. A be tte r strategy would be to m onitor the change 
of the thickness at each iteration of the simulation. Once it exceeds a certain range, 
com pensation can then be applied to the correspondent areas. Roughly 50% of compu­
tational tim e could be saved by this m ethod. Such an approach would require access 
to  the FEA core code or the writing of a specific package for SPF.
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Appendix A
Listings
A .l ABAQUS Input Deck of Simulation
A. 1.1 2-D D o m e
♦HEADING
SUPERPLASTIC FORMING —  2-D DOME / AUTOMATIC LOADING 
♦RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=30
* * ---------------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ SHEET DEFINITION
* *---------------------------------------------
♦ NODE
1, 0., 20.
23, 28., 20.
♦NGEN,NSET=PLATE 
1, 23, 1
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=MAX1, ELSET=SHEET1 
1, 1, 2
♦ELGEN, ELSET=SHEET1
1, 21, 1, 1, 1
♦NSET, ELSET=SHEET1, NSET=NCONT
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=MAX1, ELSET=SHEET2
22, 22, 23
♦ELSET, ELSET=SHEET
SHEET1, SHEET2
♦MEMBRANE SECTION, ELSET=SHEET, MATERIAL=SUPRAL, NODAL THICKNESS 
♦NODAL THICKNESS, INPUT=T23.inp 
**-----------------------------------------------
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** MATERIAL IS CLOSE TO SUPRAL100 AT 470C
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦MATERIAL, NAME=SUPRAL 
♦ELASTIC 
10.3E6, 0.34 
♦CREEP, LAW=TIME 
1.48E-9, 2., 0.
* *---------------------------------------------
♦♦ CONTACT SURFACE DEFINITION
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦NODE, NSET=DIE
10000, 0 .0 , 0.0
♦RIGID SURFACE, NAME=D0ME, TYPE=SEGMENTS, REF N0DE=10000, 
FILLET RADIUS=4.0 
START, -1., 0.
LINE, 0., 0.
CIRCL, 20., 20., 0., 20.
LINE, 30., 20.
♦CONTACT NODE SET, NAME=SLAVES 
NCONT,
♦CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=DIE_MET 
SLAVES, DOME
♦SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=DIE_MET 
♦FRICTION 
0.2
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
* *---------------------------------------------
♦BOUNDARY 
PLATE, 3, 5 
1, 1 
1, 6 
23, 1,3
10000, 1,6
♦INITIAL CONDITIONS, TYPE=STRESS 
SHEET, 1., 1.
♦AMPLITUDE, DEFINITION=SOLUTION DEPENDENT, NAME=AUTO 
1., l.E-03, 1000.
* *---------------------------------------------
♦♦ STEP 1
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* * ----------------------------------------------------------------
♦STEP, INC=30, NLGEOM 
♦STATIC
0.0002, 1., 1.0E-8 
♦DLOAD
SHEET, P, -0.2
♦CONTACT PRINT, FREQUENCY=100 
♦CONTACT FILE, FREQUENCY=100 
♦END STEP
* *---------------------------------------------
♦♦ STEP 2
* *---------------------------------------------
♦STEP, INC=500, NLGEOM 
♦VISCO, CET0L=0.0075 
0.002, 2000., 1.OE-8 
♦DLOAD, AMPLITUDE=AUTO 
SHEET, P, -0.2
♦CREEP STRAIN RATE CONTROL, ELSET=SHEET, AMPLITUDE=AUTO 
0.02
♦EL PRINT, ELSET =SHEET, FREQUENCY=500, POSITION*AVERAGED AT MODES 
STH,
♦EL FILE, ELSET=SHEET, FREQUENCY=500, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES 
STH,
♦END STEP
A .1.2 2-D Box
♦HEADING
SUPERPLASTIC FORMING SIMULATION —  2-D BOX / AUTOMATIC LOADING 
♦RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=30
♦ ♦------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ SHEET DEFINITION
* * ---------------------------------------------
♦NODE
1, 0 ., 20.
23, 28., 20.
♦NGEN, NSET=PLATE 
1, 23, 1
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=MAX1, ELSET=SHEET1
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1, 1, 2
*ELGEN, ELSET=SHEET1 
1, 21, 1, 1, 1
♦NSET, ELSET=SHEET1, NSET=NCONT
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=MAX1, ELSET=SHEET2
22, 22, 23
♦ELSET, ELSET=SHEET
SHEET1, SHEET2
♦MEMBRANE SECTION, ELSET=SHEET, MATERIAL=SUPRAL, NODAL THICKNESS 
♦NODAL THICKNESS, INPUT=T23.inp
* * -----------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ MATERIAL IS CLOSE TO SUPRAL100 AT 470C
* *---------------------------------------------
♦MATERIAL, NAME=SUPRAL 
♦ELASTIC 
10.3E6, 0.34 
♦CREEP, LAW=TIME 
1.48E-9, 2., 0.
* *---------------------------------------------
♦♦ CONTACT SURFACE DEFINITION
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦NODE, NSET=DIE
10000, 0 .0 , 0.0
♦RIGID SURFACE, NAME=BOX, TYPE=SEGMENTS, REF N0DE=10000,
FILLET RADIUS=4.0 
START, -1., 0.
LINE, 0., 0.
LINE, 20., 0.
LINE, 20., 20.
LINE, 30., 20.
♦CONTACT NODE SET, NAME=SLAVES 
NCONT,
♦CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=DIE_MET 
SLAVES, DOME
♦SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=DIE_MET
♦FRICTION
0.2
* * -----------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
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♦BOUNDARY 
PLATE, 3, 5 
1, 1 
1, 6 
23, 1, 3
10000, 1, 6
♦INITIAL CONDITIONS, TYPE=STRESS 
SHEET, 1., 1.
♦AMPLITUDE, DEFINITI0N=S0LUTI0N DEPENDENT, NAME=AUT0 
1., l.E-03, 1000.
* * ---------------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ STEP 1
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------
♦STEP, INC=30, NLGEOM 
♦STATIC
0.0002, 1.0, 1.0E-8 
♦DLOAD
SHEET, P, -0.2
♦CONTACT PRINT, FREQUENCY=100 
♦CONTACT FILE, FREQUENCY=100 
♦END STEP
* * ---------------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ STEP 2
* *---------------------------------------------
♦STEP, INC=500, NLGEOM 
♦VISCO, CET0L=0.0075 
0.002, 2000.0, 1.0E-8 
♦DLOAD, AMPLITUDE=AUTO 
SHEET, P, -0.2
♦CREEP STRAIN RATE CONTROL, ELSET=SHEET, AMPLITUDE=AUTO
0.02
♦EL PRINT, ELSET=SHEET, FREQUENCY=500, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES 
STH,
♦EL FILE, ELSET=SHEET, FREQUENCY=500, POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES 
STH,
♦END STEP
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A .1.3 3-D Box
♦HEADING
SUPERPLASTIC FORMING SIMULATION —  3-D BOX /  AUTOMATIC LOADING 
♦RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=30
* * --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ PLATE DEFINITION
* * -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
♦ NODE
1, 4 . 0 ,  2 0 . 0 ,  - 4 . 0
2 3 ,  2 6 . 0 ,  2 0 . 0 ,  - 4 . 0
3 2 0 1 ,  4 . 0 ,  2 0 . 0 ,  - 3 6 . 0
3 2 2 3 ,  2 6 . 0 ,  2 0 . 0 ,  - 3 6 . 0  
♦NGEN, NSET=EDGE3 
1 , 3 2 0 1 ,  100 
♦NGEN, NSET=EDGE5 
2 3 ,  3 2 2 3 ,  100 
♦N FILL, NSET=PLATE 
EDGE3, EDGE5, 2 2 ,  1 
♦NSET, NSET=EDGE1, GENERATE 
1, 2 3 ,  1
♦NSET, NSET=EDGE7, GENERATE 
3 2 0 1 ,  3 2 2 3 ,  1 
♦NSET, NSET=CENTER 
1,
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=M3D4, ELSET=PLATE1 
1 , 1 , 2 , 1 0 2 , 101 
♦ELGEN, ELSET=PLATE1 
1 , 2 1 ,  1 ,  1 ,  3 1 ,  1 00 ,  100 
♦NSET, ELSET=PLATE1, NSET=NCONT 
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=M3D4, ELSET=PLATE2
2 2 , 2 2 ,  2 3 , 12 3 , 122
3 1 0 1 , 3 1 0 1 ,  3 1 0 2 , 3 2 0 2 , 3201
♦ELGENf, ELSET=PLATE2
2 2 , 3 2 ,  1 0 0 ,1 0 0
3 1 0 1 , 2 1 ,  1 , 1
♦ELSET, ELSET=PLATE 
PLATE1, PLATE2
♦MEMBRANE SECTION, ELSET=PLATE, MATERIAL=SUPRAL 
0 . 1 5
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* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
** MATERIAL IS CLOSE TO SUPRAL100 AT 470C
* * -----------------------------------------------------------------
♦MATERIAL, NAME=SUPRAL 
♦ELASTIC 
10.3E6, 0.34 
♦CREEP, LAW=TIME 
1.48E-9, 2.0, 0.
**---------------------------------------------
♦♦ CONTACT SURFACE DEFINITION
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦NODE, NSET=DIE
10000, 0 .0 , 0 .0 , 0.0
♦RIGID BODY, ELSET=ERIGID, REF N0DE=10000 
♦NODE, INPUT=402040a.inp
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=R3D3, ELSET=ERIGID, INPUT=402040b.inp 
♦SURFACE DEFINITION, NAME=DIE 
ERIGID, SPOS
♦CONTACT NODE SET, NAME=SLAVES 
NCONT,
♦CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=DIE_NODE 
SLAVES,DIE
♦SURFACE INTERACTION, NAME=DIE_NODE
* *---------------------------------------------
♦♦ BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦BOUNDARY 
EDGE1, 3 
EDGE7, 2, 3 
EDGE3, 1 
EDGE5, 1, 2 
10000, 1, 6
♦INITIAL CONDITIONS, TYPE=STRESS 
PLATE, 1.0, 1.0
♦AMPLITUDE, DEFINITION=SOLUTION DEPENDENT, NAME=AUTO
1.0 , 0 .1, 1000.
♦NSET, NSET=NSELECT
101, 121, 1001, 1101, 1507, 2509
1, 113, 1211, 1308, 1408, 1508, 1509, 1705
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** STEP 1
* *-------------------------------------
*STEP, INC=30, NLGEOM
♦STATIC
2.0E-3, 1.0,
♦DLOAD
PLATE, P, -0.2
♦CONTACT PRINT, FREQUENCY=100
♦CONTACT FILE, FREQUENCY=100, NSET=NSELECT
♦EL PRINT, ELSET=PLATE , FREQUENCY=100
S, E
CE
SINV
♦PRINT, CONTACT=YES
♦NODE PRINT, NSET=EDGE3, FREQUENCY=100 
U
♦NODE FILE, NSET=EDGE3, FREQUENCY=100 
U
♦END STEP
♦♦ STEP 2
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------
♦STEP, INC=500, NLGEOM 
♦VISCO, CET0L=0.005 
0 .2 , 2000.0
♦DLOAD, AMPLITUDE=AUTO 
PLATE, P, -0.2
♦CREEP STRAIN RATE CONTROL, ELSET=PLATE, AMPLITUDE=AUTO
0.02
♦♦ IN ORDER TO WRITE THE AUTOMATIC SOLUTION CONTROL VARIABLES 
♦♦ AMPCU AND RATIO TO THE RESULTS FILE EVERY INCREMENT 
♦♦ SUCH FILE HAS TO BE ACTIVATED 
♦NODE FILE, NSETCENTER, FREQUENCY=1 
U
♦END STEP
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A . 2 A B A Q U S  I n p u t  D eck  o f  E x p e r i m e n t
The following ABAQUS input deck file is used to simulation the Sn-Pb alloy sheet 
formed in the experiments.
♦HEADING
SUPERPLASTIC FORMING SIMULATION —  2-D DOME (Sn-Pb) CONSTANT LOADING 
♦RESTART, WRITE, FREQUENCY=30
♦ ♦• 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
** 
*♦
length: 2mm=0.07874inch, R8mm=0.315inch
40mm=l.5748inch, R55.5mm=2.185inch
forming presure:
Young’s modulus: 
coefficient A: 
friction coefficient: 
strain rate sensitivity: 
Poisson’s ratio:
300kpa=43.6 lb/in~2
10GPa=l.45E6 lb/in~2
50MPa=7.254E3 lb/in~2
0.5
0.5
0.34
* * ---------------------------------------------
♦♦ SHEET DEFINITION
**-----------------------------------------------
♦ NODE
1, 0.0, 1.5748
23, 2.185, 1.5748 
♦NGEN, NSET=PLATE 
1, 23, 1
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=MAX1, ELSET=SHEET1
1, 1, 2
♦ELGEN, ELSET=SHEET1
1 , 2 1, 1 , 1, 1
♦NSET, ELSET=SHEET1, NSET=NC0NT
♦ELEMENT, TYPE=MAX1, ELSET=SHEET2
22, 22, 23
♦ELSET, ELSET=SHEET
SHEET1, SHEET2
♦MEMBRANE SECTION, ELSET=SHEET, MATERIAL=SUPRAL, NODAL THICKNESS 
♦NODAL THICKNESS, INPUT=T23.inp 
**-----------------------------------------------
♦♦ MATERIAL IS Sn-Pb EUTECTIC ALLOY AT 74C
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♦MATERIAL, NAME=SUPRAL 
♦ELASTIC 
1.45E6, 0.34 
♦CREEP, LAW=TIME 
19.0E-9, 2.0, 0.0
* * -----------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ CONTACT SURFACE DEFINITION
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦NODE, NSET=DIE
10000, 0 .0 , 0.0
♦RIGID SURFACE, NAME=D0ME, TYPE=REVOLUTION, REF N0DE=10000,
FILLET RADIUS=0.315
0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0
START, 0.0000, 0.0000
CIRCL, 1.5748, 1.5748, 0.000, 1.5748
LINE, 2.5000, 1.5748
♦CONTACT NODE SET, NAME=SLAVES
NCONT,
♦CONTACT PAIR, INTERACTION=DIE_MET 
SLAVES, DOME
♦SURFACE INTERACTION,NAME=DIE_MET 
♦FRICTION
0. 5
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ BOUNDARY AND INITIAL CONDITIONS
* * -----------------------------------------------------------------
♦BOUNDARY 
PLATE, 3, 5
1 , 1
1, 6 
23, 1, 3
10000, 1, 6
♦INITIAL CONDITIONS, TYPE=STRESS 
SHEET, 1.0,1.0
* *---------------------------------------------
♦♦ STEP 1
* * ----------------------------------------------------------------------
♦STEP, INC=30, NLGEOM 
♦STATIC
0.0002, 1.0, 1.0E-8
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♦DLOAD
SHEET,P,-43.60
♦CONTACT PRINT, FREQUENCY=100 
♦CONTACT FILE, FREQUENCY=100 
♦END STEP
♦ ♦ ----------------------------------------------------------------
♦♦ STEP 2
* ♦---------------------------------------------
♦STEP, INC=500, NLGEOM 
♦VISCO, CET0L=0.0075 
0.002, 7000.0, 1.0E-8 
♦DLOAD
SHEET, P, -43.60
♦NODE PRINT, NSET=PLATE, FREQUENCY=50 
U, COORD
♦NODE FILE, NSET=PLATE, FREQUENCY=50 
U, COORD
♦EL PRINT,ELSET=SHEET,FREQUENCY=500,POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES 
STH,
♦EL FILE,ELSET=SHEET,FREQUENCY=SOO,POSITION=AVERAGED AT NODES 
STH,
♦END STEP
